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Abstract 
G-quadruplexes (GQs) are non-canonical DNA structures composed of stacks of 

stabilized guanine tetrads (G-tetrads). GQs are highly diverse structures that can be 

categorized by their strand directionality, number of G-tetrads, and loop types among 

other parameters. Due to their high guanine content, GQs are expected to fold in regions 

such as telomers or oncogene promoters. They are thus firmly established as biologically 

viable targets for the development of anticancer therapeutics. In order to harvest GQs’ 

therapeutic potential, extensive structural studies are required to elucidate the structures’ 

diverse topologies alone and in complex with selective ligands. 

Towards this goal, this thesis studies nine variants of the telomeric repeat 

(TTGGGG)n from Tetrahymena thermophila (designated as TET) alone and in complex 

with the highly selective GQ ligand, N-Methyl Mesoporphyrin IX (NMM). Our 

biophysical characterization shows that almost all TET GQs are highly heterogenous and 

can form multiple conformations. The addition of NMM, however, converts all the 

sequences to a parallel conformation and increases their thermal stability. To gain further 

insight into the molecular structures of the variants, we sought out to solve the crystal 

structures of TET26-2, TET22-NMM, TET24A-NMM, and TET25-NMM.  

TET26-2, solved to 1.97 Å, shows a parallel GQ with a four G-tetrad core and 

three TT propeller loops. Preliminary solutions of TET22-NMM, TET24A-NMM, and 

TET25-NMM complexes show parallel GQs with NMM ! − ! stacking on top of the 3’-
terminal G-tetrad. Significantly, the first example of an NMM-NMM dimer was observed 

in these preliminary solutions which contributes to the understanding of GQ folding and 

the structures’ interactions with small molecule ligands.  

Overall, T. thermophila telomeric variants display unusual structural diversity by 

forming very distinct GQ structures. Our results provide insight into the many GQ 

topologies available to telomeric repeats and how they interact with the selective ligand 

NMM, which is important for the design of optimized GQ-selective anticancer 

therapeutics. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction to G-Quadruplexes  
 
1.1 G-Quadruplexes and their Structural Features  
 

G-Quadruplexes (GQs) are non-canonical DNA structures composed of guanine 

tetrads (G-tetrads) that stack on top of each other via π-π stacking interactions. A G-tetrad 

is composed of four guanines arranged in a square planar geometry in which each 

guanine connects to another two via Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding.1 Overall, each 

guanine acts twice as a hydrogen bond donor and twice as a hydrogen bond acceptor for a 

total of eight hydrogen bonds per tetrad (Figure 1A). Four carbonyls oriented towards the 

center of the G-tetrad contribute to a negatively charged core which is mediated by 

monovalent cations.1 Cations with a relatively large ionic radius, such as K+, intercalate 

between two G-tetrads and coordinate with eight oxygen atoms.1 On the other hand, 

cations with a relatively small ionic radius can exist at the center of a tetrad and thus 

coordinate with its four oxygen atoms.1 Several monovalent and divalent cations have 

been found to stabilize GQs including NH4+, Rb+, Cs+, Tl+, Sr2+, Ba2+, and Pb2+.2 GQs are 

more commonly formed by the stacking of two, three, or four G-tetrads (three being the 

most common) with a stacking distance of 3.3 Å.3 However, a recent report by Popenda 

et al., where GQs deposited in the Protein Data Bank were analyzed via computational 

methods, has reported the existence of GQs composed of five, six, seven, nine, and 13 

tetrads.3 

1.2 Classifications of GQ Structures 

GQs are highly diverse structures that can be categorized by several 

characteristics including the number of strands forming the GQ, the directionality of the 

strand(s), the types of loops present, and the glycosidic angle between the nucleobases 
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and sugars. Depending on the number of strands forming the GQs, GQs can be 

unimolecular, bimolecular, trimolecular, or tetramolecular: formed by one, two, three, or 

four strands respectively.4 The strand(s) directionality will then determine the GQ 

conformation which can either be a) parallel, having the same directionality at all 

guanines within a tetrad; b) antiparallel, having the same directionality at two guanines 

and the opposite directionality at the remaining two guanines within a tetrad; or c) hybrid, 

having the same directionality at three guanines and the opposite directionality at the 

fourth guanine within a tetrad (Figure 1B). The DNA strand is able to have different 

directionalities because of the formation of lateral (also known as edgewise), diagonal, 

and propeller (also known as double chain reversal) loops as illustrated in Figure 1B. 

Furthermore, Karsisiotis et al. have identified 16 possible glycosidic bond angle 

combinations in GQs at a specified frame of reference which requires positioning the first 

guanine near the 5’ end at the bottom right corner of a square that represents the tetrad.5 

From these 16 glycosidic bond angle combinations, eight groove width combinations 

were identified classifying GQs into type I through type VIII. This classification allows 

for a better understanding of how different structural features of a GQ are related, 

informing or predicting more about the GQ structure than experimentally known.   

1.3 Biological Relevance of GQs 

GQs were first detected in vivo in Stylonychia lemnae using the antibody Sty3 

which differentiates between different conformations of GQs, and the antibody Sty49 

which binds all GQ topologies similarly.6 In the human genome, a sequencing based 

method called G4-seq identified over 700,000 folded GQs.7 Therefore, GQs are believed 

to play an important role in gene expression and DNA replication.8 Their biological 
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relevance in gene expression was first confirmed when mutations within a GQ or its 

stabilization via a ligand affected the transcription of the c-MYC oncogene in vivo 

suggesting potential GQ-mediated anticancer approaches.9,10 At the same time, the 

formation of GQs during replication was found to halt DNA polymerase and thus the 

replication process possibly leading to DNA damage.11 This stalling of the replication 

fork was shown to occur in vivo when the deletion of Dog-1, a helicase which unwinds 

GQs, led to deletions of the GQ forming sequence in C. elegans.12 Despite their ability to 

induce damage during replication, GQs were also found to be important for efficient 

DNA replication initiation in mouse and human cells.11 These contradictory findings 

indicate that more studies are needed in order to elucidate the effect of GQs on DNA 

replication and other biological functions.  

1.4 Therapeutic Applications of GQs 

GQ formation can occur transiently in dsDNA sequences during DNA replication 

or within the ssDNA at the 3’-end of the telomeres. Depending on their position, GQ 

structures have been shown to have therapeutic and medical applications as anticancer 

and antiviral drug targets. For example, drugs which stabilize GQs formed at the G-rich 

promoters of human oncogenes can downregulate or repress the transcription of those 

oncogenes leading to anticancer activity.13 Alternative anticancer properties are possible 

where stabilizing drugs can target GQs at the 3’-telomeric end in order to inhibit the 

activity of telomerase, an enzyme which leads to the proliferation of cells and that is 

overexpressed in 85% of cancers.14 However, recent work by Oganesian et al. has shown 

that sodium-stabilized GQs quickly dissociate allowing telomerase to continue extending 

the telomeres, whereas intermolecular potassium-stabilized GQs are able to bind 
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telomerase which then proceeds to extend the telomeres.15 Intramolecular potassium-

stabilized GQs, on the other hand, were able to inhibit telomerase activity, hence 

confirming their potential as anticancer drug targets.  

 

Figure 1. The GQ Structure. (A) The structure of a G-tetrad showing four guanines and a 
monovalent cation in the center. (B) Schematic representation of parallel, antiparallel, and hybrid 
GQs composed of four G-tetrads. (C) The structure of one NMM isomer. NMM exists as a 
mixture of four regioisomers with the methyl group at any of the core nitrogen atoms. A & C 
were drawn in ChemDraw Prime 16.0 while B was drawn in BioRender.com. 
 

Interestingly, GQs were also reported to have potential applications in the 

development of antiviral drugs against HIV-1, HSV-1, HCV, EBV, Ebola virus, and even 

SARS-CoV-2.16–22 Similarly to the proposed mechanism of anticancer drugs targeting 

oncogenic GQs, the induction and stabilization of GQs within specific viral genes has 

been shown to inhibit their replication or transcription leading to a decrease in the virus’s 

efficacy.23 
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1.5 GQ-Selective Small Molecule Ligands 

Since GQ stability is crucial for its medical utility, tightly-binding and highly 

selective ligands must be synthesized and their binding to GQs needs to be characterized. 

Monchaud and Teulade-Fichou categorized GQ ligands into several types: a) in-situ 

protonated ligands: those which have aromatic rings in order to π–π stack with GQs and 

protonable side chains responsible for electrostatic interactions, b) metallo organic 

ligands: those with a metal ion that aligns with the GQ ion channel allowing the ligand to 

π–π stack over the GQ, c) neutral macrocyclic ligands: molecules which do not bind to 

duplex DNA but bind to and stabilize GQs, and d) N-methylated aromatic ligands.24 

Multiple studies have since shown that these ligands possess therapeutic anticancer and 

antiviral properties. For example, Recagni et al. reported that naphthalene diimide-like 

ligands stabilized GQs at the KIT and BCL-2 oncogenes promoters and interrupted 

signaling pathways within BRAF mutant melanoma cells.13 On the other hand, Faudale et 

al. have reported the use of an alkyl TMPyP4 (N-methylated aromatic ligand) which 

upon irradiation, oxidizes and degrades the mRNA of the oncogene KRAS, repressing the 

translation of the oncogene in pancreatic cancer cells.25 This ligand was also reported to 

inhibit Ebola L gene expression via an RNA-GQ mediated mechanism.17 In regards to 

telomeric GQs, BRACO-19, a potent in-situ protonated ligand, was found to reduce the 

size of telomeres within human uterus cancerous cells by 0.4 kb in vitro promoting 

anticancer activity.26 Additionally, the administration of the ligand to mice in vivo was 

found to decrease the size of or completely eliminate xenograft human uterus tumors. 

BRACO-19 has also been tested as a potential antiviral therapeutic against HIV-1, EBV, 

and HSV-1.18–21 Results showed that BRACO-19 binds RNA HIV-1 GQs formed at the 
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long terminal repeat promoter inhibiting reverse transcriptase while also binding DNA 

GQs inhibiting viral DNA replication.20 Similarly, the stabilization of HSV-1 GQs by 

BRACO-19 inhibited DNA polymerase while the binding of BRACO-19 to RNA EBV 

GQs inhibited EBNA-1, a viral protein required for DNA replication.20,21 More recently, 

PDP, an in-situ protonated ligand, was found to stabilize SARS-CoV-2 N RNA GQs, 

downregulating the expression of a protein that is critical for the virus assembly and 

DNA replication (N protein) in vitro and in vivo.22 

1.6 Introduction to Tetrahymena thermophila GQs 

Tetrahymena thermophila is a unicellular eukaryotic organism usually found in 

freshwater. Notably, its telomeric repeat, (TTGGGG)n, differs from the human telomeric 

repeat, (TTAGGG)n, only by a point mutation as underlined. Despite this high similarity 

in sequence, T. thermophila GQs (here on named TET GQs) are vastly different from 

those formed by the human telomeres. Due to lower guanine contents, human telomeric 

GQs are less thermally stable than TET GQs 27. In addition, TET GQs are found to be 

more prone to mutations than human GQs, rendering them an interesting model to 

investigate.27 Several telomeric TET GQ structures have been solved via NMR and x-ray 

crystallography which demonstrated the high structural diversity of this DNA motif. 

Specifically, the sequence d(TGGGGT)2 in 100 mM Na+ forms two interconverting 

asymmetric bimolecular GQs.28 Both GQs adopt an antiparallel conformation with four 

G-tetrads and two TT lateral loops. On the other hand, the crystal structure of TGGGGT, 

also in Na+, shows a four G-tetrad parallel GQ.29 In the presence of  K+, d(TTGGGG) and 

d(TTGGGGT) form parallel tetramolecular GQs consisting of four G-tetrads.30,31 In 100 

mM Na+, the unimolecular G-rich sequence, d(TTGGGG)4,  forms a hybrid GQ 
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consisting of three G-tetrads, two lateral loops (GTTG and TTG), one propeller loop 

(TT), and a free guanine.32  Due to this high structural diversity, further research must be 

conducted in order to elucidate the topologies available to T. thermophila GQs and the 

origin of its plasticity. 

 In addition to their structural peculiarity, TET GQs are an intriguing research 

model due to the variety in their biological applications. For example, they have been 

utilized to investigate the role of GQs in gene regulation33, the ability of GQs to inhibit 

telomerase 15, the efficacy of potential GQ-targeting anticancer drugs14,34, and the ability 

of GQs to inhibit HIV35.  Specifically, TET GQs have been shown to bind the regulatory 

protein Lia3, whose gene has been shown to affect the boundaries of DNA elimination 

events in T. thermophila.33 DNA elimination events are important for the formation of a 

somatic genome during the reproduction of this ciliate.33 The binding of TET GQs to the 

Lia3 protein suggests that those GQ structures play a role in the reproductive success of 

T. thermophila. On the other hand, work by Oganesian et al. has shown that 

intramolecular K+-stabilized TET GQs inhibited telomerase extension of telomeres 

providing evidence for their potential use as targets for anticancer therapeutics.15 

Furthermore, studies of TET GQs with the drug daunomycin showed daunomycin’s 

ability to stabilize GQs providing evidence for its potential to inhibit telomerase.14 

Similarly, the anticancer drug mitoxantrone was shown to inhibit telomerase via binding 

to TET GQs with an IC50 value of ~2 µM.34 Moreover, TGGGGT (with phosphorothioate 

backbone in place of phosphate to prevent DNA degradation) was shown to bind HIV’s 

envelope protein gp120, preventing HIV infection35. This binding was hypothesized to be 

occurring between the negative phosphorothioates and cationic residues from gp120. 
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Overall, T. thermophila telomeric GQs have been shown to be biologically relevant, 

especially as targets for anticancer therapeutics. Understanding the diverse molecular 

architectures of these GQs and their interactions with small molecule ligands will inform 

the synthesis of selective, stabilizing, and effective GQ-targeting therapeutics.     

1.7 Introduction to N-Methyl Mesoporphyrin IX 

N-Methyl Mesoporphyrin IX (NMM) is a water-soluble and commercially 

available porphyrin with a methyl group on one of its core nitrogens (Figure 1C). While 

other GQ ligands possess positively charged substituents and rely at least to some extent 

on electrostatic interactions with the DNA grooves (compromising their selectivity), 

NMM binds GQs primarily by π–π stacking with the G-tetrads. This binding allows it to 

be highly selective for GQs over other DNA structures as was determined by a number of 

assays summarized in a recent review article published by our lab.36 Even more 

interestingly, previous studies have demonstrated NMM’s preference for parallel GQs 

over other GQ topologies.36 Due to this preference, NMM binding of the parallel 

component in heterogeneous GQ solutions shifts the equilibrium and induces an overall 

structural change towards the parallel topology.36  Importantly, NMM’s optical 

properties, specifically its fluorescence light-switch effect, allows for easy detection of its 

binding to GQs and its utilization in a number of biosensors including those that detect 

heavy metals, ATP, proteins, and DNA among others.36 These properties make NMM an 

ideal molecule to inform the design of GQ-selective therapeutics.  

This thesis investigates nine different T. thermophila sequences alone and in 

complex with NMM. Various biophysical techniques have been utilized in order to 

confirm the formation of GQs and assess their topology, stability, heterogeneity, and 
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affinity for NMM. Furthermore, structural studies were carried out in order to determine 

the atomic details of the 3D architectures of T. thermophila telomeric DNA. Here, the 

crystal structure of TET26 is thoroughly discussed. Additionally, preliminary solutions 

for three GQ sequences in complex with NMM, TET22-NMM, TET24A-NMM, and 

TET25-NMM are presented. The findings outlined in this thesis contribute to 

understanding the features of GQ structures and their interactions with small molecule 

ligands enhancing the design of effective anticancer and antiviral GQ-targeting 

therapeutics.       
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods 
 
2.1 DNA, NMM, and Buffers 

DNA was purchased from Integrated DNA Technology (IDT) and stocks of 1-2 mM 

were prepared using ddH2O. The concentration of DNA was calculated at 95 °C using 

beer’s law (see Table 1 for DNA extinction coefficients at 260 nm). NMM was 

purchased from Frontier Scientific and stocks of 5-11 mM were prepared in ddH2O. 

NMM concentration was measured at room temperature using beer’s law and its 

extinction coefficient of 145,000 M-1 cm-1 at 379 nm. In this work, we used two buffers 

to prepare DNA samples: 10K (10 mM KCl and 10 mM lithium cacodylate at pH 7.2) 

and 5K (5 mM KCl, 95 mM LiCl, and 10 mM lithium cacodylate at pH 7.2). Initially, we 

prepared TET GQ samples by annealing the DNA at 95 °C for five minutes, and then 

allowing the samples to cool down to room temperature over the course of 4-12 hours. 

Native PAGE, however, demonstrated the presence of higher order species (Figure S1). 

As a result, we decided to prepare GQ samples either by adding KCl after 1-2 minutes of 

annealing (maintaining an overall annealing time of 5 minutes and a cooling time as 

described above) or by doing a LiOH treatment. For LiOH treatment, 2x of the desired 

DNA concentration was prepared in water, 100 mM LiOH was added, and the samples 

were heated at ~37 C for 15 minutes. Subsequently, the samples were neutralized with 

HCl, 10x 10K buffer was added, NMM was added where appropriate, and the samples 

were then annealed as described above. Because both preparation techniques resulted in 

the prevention of higher order species (Figure S1), the former (adding KCl post 

annealing) was utilized for all experiments. DNA and NMM stocks were stored in either 

4 °C or -20 °C fridges.   
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Table 1. All TET Variants. All TET sequences are listed alongside their extinction coefficients at 
260 nm and molecular weight. 
DNA Sequence 5’ – 3’  $ at 260 nm, 

M-1cm-1 
MW, 
g/mol 

TET12   TGGGGTTGGGGT 115,000 3788.5 

TET14 GTTGGGGTTGGGGT 134,400 4421.9 

TET22    GGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGG 213,400 7030.5 

TET22A   TGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGG 210,800 7005.5 

TET24  TTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGG 229,000 7638.9 

TET24A   TGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGT 229,400 7638.9 

TET25 GTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGG 240,300 7968.1 

TET26 GTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGT 248,800 8272.3 

TET26A TTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTTGGGGTT 245,600 8247.3 

 

2.2 UV-Vis Spectroscopy  

Two spectrophotometers were used in this work: a Varian Cary 300 equipped 

with an Agilent Technologies temperature controller (± 0.3 °C error) and an Agilent Cary 

3500 UV-Vis Multicell Peltier. DNA absorbance was collected from 220-349 nm (with 

the expected absorbance peak at 260 nm) while NMM absorbance was collected from 

352-480 (with the expected absorbance peak at 379 nm). DNA samples were collected in 

quartz cuvettes and NMM samples in methyl methacrylate cuvettes with a 1 cm 

pathlength. Collection parameters include 0.5 nm intervals, 0.1 s averaging time, 300 

nm/min scan rate, 2 nm spectral bandwidth, and automatic baseline correction for the 

Varian Cary 300, or 1.00 nm intervals, 0.02 s averaging time, 3000 nm/min scan rate, and 

2 nm spectral bandwidth at 20 °C for the Agilent Cary 3500.  
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Thermal Difference Spectra (TDS) 

In order to confirm that the sequences were folded into GQ structures post 

annealing, we subtracted UV-Vis scans taken at 20 °C (where the DNA is folded) from 

scans taken at 95 °C (where the DNA is unfolded) which were obtained after 10 minutes 

of equilibration at 95 °C. The observed absorbance difference reflects the contribution of 

base interactions and thus, the DNA secondary structure. A trough at 295 nm and two 

peaks at 273 nm and 243 nm are characteristic of a GQ topology.37 

UV-Vis Titration Sample Preparation 

We prepared NMM samples with a concentration of 2.0-3.45 µM to yield an 

absorbance of 0.3-0.5. A 5.0-7.5 excess of DNA was desired and thus a 100-260 µM 

DNA concentration was targeted. For sample preparation, we annealed 2x DNA in the 

appropriate buffer. The next day, DNA titration samples were prepared by mixing 50 µL 

of the 2x DNA with 50 µL of 2x NMM in order to prevent dilution of the ligand solution 

during the experiment. The NMM solution was prepared by mixing 500 µL of 2x NMM 

with 500 µL of an appropriate buffer (5K or 10K). Samples for measuring NMM 

concentration were prepared by mixing 400 µL of 2x NMM with 600 µL of ddH2O. 

Samples for measuring DNA concentration were prepared by mixing 3-5 µL of 2x DNA 

with 495-497 µL of 10K or 5K buffer.  

UV-Vis Titration Experiment and Data Analysis   

We titrated DNA into NMM in increasing increments of 1-20 µL. The NMM 

solution was thoroughly mixed using a pipette and allowed to equilibrate for two minutes 

before a scan was collected. We collected data until ~100 µL of DNA were added and a 

DNA/NMM ratio of at least ~5 was reached.  The UV-Vis data was first zeroed by 
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averaging the last 20 points of the titration spectra and subtracting this average from each 

point. Data analysis was conducted using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD is 

a mathematical technique that allows for the breakdown of a data matrix into three 

different matrices: S, U, and V. In MATLAB this is achieved using the command:   

[u,s,v]=svd(“worksheet name”);  

where the worksheet contains the zeroed absorbances. Here, S is a diagonal matrix while 

U and V are orthonormal and orthogonal matrices composed of vectors which represent 

the rows (wavelengths) or columns (absorbances) of the data respectively. We plotted the 

first three columns within the V matrix against DNA concentration and observed that 

vector v2 was best at representing a binding curve for UV-Vis data. We then fit the data 

using a direct fit model which assumes that no intermediates were formed along the 

DNA-NMM binding pathway. Essentially, we considered the concentration of DNA 

binding sites to be equal to the concentration of DNA at each addition. For data fitting 

assuming a 1:1 binding stoichiometry, we plotted the DNA concentration against the v2 

vector from the SVD matrix V. We also tested 2:1 and 1:2 DNA:NMM binding 

stoichiometries by either dividing or multiplying the DNA concentration by two, 

respectively. The concentration of NMM was experimentally determined and was either 

fixed or allowed to float to obtain a better fit of the data. We only accepted the float 

NMM concentration when it differed by no more than ~35% from the measured NMM 

concentration (with one exception showing a ~54% difference). This difference is likely 

due to NMM’s sticky nature which affects measurements of its concentration. We 

determined the appropriate binding stoichiometries based on numerical outputs with the 

lowest error for Ka, a close float [NMM] value to the measured concentration, and an 
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appropriate curve fit as visually determined. Reported Ka values represent the average of 

two-three trials with associated errors. Due to the heterogeneity of TET sequences as 

evidenced by PAGE (see Chapter 3), the binding constants obtained represent NMM 

binding to a mixture of GQs and thus are representative of the system as a whole and not 

of one individual component. Data manipulation was done in Origin 2020 and data fitting 

was done in GraphPad Prism 8.1.2 software.  

Job Plot Titration 

In order to confirm the binding stoichiometry between our GQs and NMM, we 

utilized Job plot titrations which allow for the determination of stoichiometry, 

independent of an inputted model. We prepared DNA samples at 4.0-6.0 µM, and NMM 

samples at a concentration within 5% of the measured DNA concentration. Two job plot 

titrations were then carried out. For the first titration, we placed NMM into the sample 

and reference compartments which were titrated with equal amounts of DNA or buffer 

(5K or 10K) respectively. For the second titration, we titrated equal amounts of NMM 

into DNA and a reference cell that contains the appropriate buffer. If the cuvettes reached 

their maximum volume during titration (for our purposes this was considered at ~2100-

2500 µL), we removed 1000 µL of solution from each sample and reference cuvette and 

the titration proceeded as normal. This was accounted for in the data analysis. For data 

analysis, an NMM mole fraction was calculated using the equation: 

 Mole fraction = [NMM] / ([DNA]+[NMM]) 

We used the measured absorbances and calculated mole fractions to perform SVD as 

described above. Vector v1 of matrix V was best at representing a binding curve.  
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2.3 Fluorescence Titration 

We conducted fluorescence titrations on a Photon Technology International 

QuantaMaster 40 fluorometer. Collection parameters included: excitation wavelength of 

391 nm (the isosbestic point from TET25-NMM UV-Vis titration), emission range of 

560-720 nm, slit widths of 2 nm, step size of 0.5 nm, and integration time of 0.5 s.  

Fluorescence Titration Sample Preparation 

We prepared the samples for fluorescence titration as described for UV-Vis 

titration with a targeted NMM concentration of 1 µM. The NMM samples were prepared 

at a higher concentration (2-6 µM) to allow for their measurement using UV-Vis 

spectrometry. The samples were then diluted and the expected NMM concentration was 

calculated accordingly.       

Fluorescence Titration Experiment and Data Analysis   

Fluorescence titration experiment and data analysis is identical to what is 

described for UV-Vis titration. Vector v1 within the V matrix was best at representing a 

binding curve for fluorescence data. We accepted float [NMM] values at 30-70% 

deviations from the experimentally calculated value. This large difference is likely due to 

NMM’s sticky nature which affects measurements of its concentration especially at low 

concentrations as is required for fluorescence titration.     

2.4 Circular Dichroism  

For all CD experiments, we used an Aviv 435 circular dichroism 

spectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier thermocontroller (± 0.3 °C error).  
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CD Scans 

We collected three-seven CD scans at 20 °C from 220 - 330 nm. Collection 

parameters include 1 s averaging time, 2 nm bandwidth, and 1 nm step. DNA samples in 

10K buffer had concentrations of ~3-7 µM.   

CD Melts 

We collected CD melts on the same DNA samples as CD scans. The data were 

collected from 20-95 °C and 95-20 °C at a fixed wavelength that corresponds to the 

sequence’s CD peak as observed from scans (either 264 or 294 nm). Collection 

parameters include a 1 °C step, 1 °C/min temperature rate, 15 s averaging time, and 5 s 

equilibration time. We fit the data using a two-state model (assumes no intermediates in 

the GQ folding-unfolding pathway) (See Appendix 1). However, large hystereses were 

calculated for most sequences likely due to sample heterogeneity (see Chapter 3). 

Hysteresis may also signify a kinetic control of the folding process. Consequently, we 

decided to report temperatures at half the transition point (T1/2) which are only 

reproducible under identical experimental conditions (e.g., buffer or temperature). T1/2 

were calculated by taking the first derivative of the CD signals and reading the 

temperature at the observed peak or trough. T1/2 values were fixed and ΔH values were 

calculated and reported in Table S1.      

2.5 Native PAGE 

We prepared 15% acrylamide gels with 10 mM KCl and 1x Tris-Borate-EDTA 

running buffers. We pre-migrated the gels for 30 minutes before six µL of 50-120 µM 

DNA samples (alone or with 2 eq. NMM and supplemented with 7% sucrose) were 

loaded and ran for 120 minutes at 150 V. We used a ladder of dT15, dT24, dT30, and dT57 
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as a length marker. Additional markers include the dimer GQ T1, (GGGTT)3GGG, the 

three G-tetrad parallel GQ T7, T(GGGTT)3GGGT, and the four G-tetard antiparallel GQ 

19wt, G5AG4TACAG4TACAG4. The gel was visualized with Stains-all and imaged using 

a conventional scanner or an iPhone camera.  

2.6 X-Ray Crystallography 

Crystal Growing 

Crystallization trays of all sequences alone and with NMM were set using the 

hanging drop method and the Helix38 (Molecular Dimensions), Natrix (Hampton 

Research), and Amber39 (homemade) screens. The sequences were initially screened 

using the TTP Labtech Mosquito Crystal robot with 96-well trays, 0.4 µL drop size (0.2 

µL DNA and 0.2 µL well condition), and 100 µL well condition per well. We manually 

regenerated any observed crystal hits in 24-well trays and then optimized as necessary. 

This section will discuss the crystallization procedure of four sequences: TET26-2, 

TET22-NMM, TET24A-NMM, and TET25-NMM. 

TET26-2: TET26-2 crystals were grown and harvested from the condition Amber 

1-24 which was optimized by the lab technician, Sawyer McCarthy, to contain 32% PEG 

2000, 0.3 M NaCl, and 0.05 M sodium cacodylate buffer at pH 6.5. A cryoprotectant 

containing 10% ethylene glycol was used during crystal harvesting. TET26-2 is one of 

three TET26 structures solved by our lab. Throughout this thesis, I will maintain the 

nomenclature of TET26-2. The report for TET26-1 and TET26-3 is forthcoming.  

TET22+NMM: Clustered and rod-shaped TET22+NMM crystals were first 

observed in Helix 1-31 (1 M sodium formate, 20% PEG 20K, 0.05 M Bis Tris pH 7.0) 

(Figure 14A). In an attempt to optimize the crystals, sodium formate concentration was 
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varied across the X-axis (0.4-1.4 M) while PEG 20K was varied across the Y-axis (12-

22%) in 24-well trays. Singular red rod-shaped crystals were observed under conditions 

of 0.6-1 M sodium formate and 12-16% PEG 20K (Figure 14B). To prevent ice 

formation during harvesting, cryoprotectants containing 15% glycerol, 12.5% glycerol 

and 12.5% ethylene glycol, or 20% PEG 20K were used. Fourteen data sets of four native 

TET22-NMM crystals were collected with a highest resolution of 1.81 Å (Table S2).   

In hopes of solving the structure via Single-wavelength Anomalous Dispersion 

(SAD), TET22-NMM with barium ions were grown in the optimized crystallization 

condition: 0.6-0.8 M sodium formate, 12-16% PEG 20K, and 0.05 M Bis Tris pH = 7. 

Instead of 10K buffer, the DNA-NMM sample was annealed with a buffer containing 10 

mM BaCl2 and 10 mM Lithium Cacodylate pH 7.2 (10Ba buffer). Barium-containing 

samples/crystals are subsequently referred to as TET22-NMM(Ba2+). Cryoprotectants 

containing 20 or 30% glycerol or ethylene glycol were used during crystal harvesting, 18 

diffraction datasets from eight crystals at were collected at wavelength 1.77120 Å (Table 

S6).    

TET24A+NMM: TET24A+NMM crystals were grown and harvested from the 

condition Amber 2-11 (100 mM NaCl, 100 mM NaI, 100 mM NaF, 30% MPD, and 50 

mM Na cacodylate pH 6.5) which was set up by Sawyer McCarthy. No cryoprotectants 

were added. Four datasets were collected from two crystals (Table S7). The dataset used 

in structure solving has a resolution of 1.98 Å and space group C 1 2 1. Space group 

determination was conducted via RAPD.40 

TET25+NMM: TET25+NMM crystals were grown and harvested from condition 

Helix 1-30 (0.1 M ammonium sulfate, 0.1 M NaCl, 1.0 M sodium formate, 0.05 M Bis-
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Tris pH 7.0, 20% PEG 8K) which was set up by Sawyer McCarthy. Crystals were either 

cryoprotected by 15% ethylene glycol or were flash frozen directly into liquid nitrogen. 

Six datasets were collected from one crystal with the best data set having a resolution of 

2.11 Å in space group I 2 2 2 (Table S8). In RAPD, the different datasets were processed 

in C 2 2 2, C 1 2 1, I 2 2 2 and I 4 2 2. In XDS, the selected space groups were C 2, C 2 2 

2, and I 2 2 2 (Table S9). Further processing through programs such as HKL2000 is 

required to narrow down the space group selection.  

Molecular Replacement (MR) 

MR is a structure solving method that generates a solution by fitting a model to 

the measured amplitudes and extracting phase information from this model to construct 

an initial map.41 The quality of an MR solution is determined by two values: the Log 

Likelihood Gain (Top LLG) which is how well the model resembles the data (compared 

to how random coordinates would resemble the data) and the Translation Function Z 

score (Top TFZ) which is the Z-score of LLG (standard deviation units above or below 

the mean). A TFZ score of eight or above combined with a high LLG score indicate a 

good solution. MR and subsequent refinement rounds were performed in Phenix42 while 

structure building was performed in Coot43. This section will discuss the structure solving 

process of four sequences: TET26-2, TET22-NMM, TET24A-NMM, and TET25-NMM. 

TET26-2:  TET26-2 was solved via MR using TET26-1 as a model. The initial 

MR solution exhibited a Top LLG of 308.8 and a Top TFZ score of 13.0 indicating a 

good fit of the data. Several rounds of building and refinement were then carried out in 

Coot until an Rwork/Rfree value of 0.2467/0.2615 was reached. The final structure contains 

one molecule in the Asymmetric Unit (ASU). The GQ has a parallel conformation, four 
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G-tetrads, and three TT propeller loops. TET26-2 was solved by myself, Erin Chen ‘23, 

and Elizabeth Gallagher ’22 at a resolution of 1.97 Å in space group P 21 21 2. 

TET22+NMM: In an effort to solve the TET22-NMM structure, the G-tetrad core 

(only guanines that form the G-tetrads) of TET26-1 was used as a model (see Table S5 

for model selection and other MR solutions). The initial MR solution exhibited a Top 

LLG of 314.5 and a Top TFZ score of 10.4 indicating a good fit of the data. After several 

rounds of refinement, NMM was built in Coot above the 3’-terminal G-tetrad. The 

current best solution exhibits an Rwork/Rfree value of 0.2599/0.3075. The solution (in P 32 

1 2) contains one molecule in the ASU which shows a parallel GQ with four G-tetrads, 

three TT propeller loops, two potassium ions, and one NMM molecule π-π stacking on 

top of the 3’-terminal tetrad. Notably, RAPD40 determined a TET22-NMM space group 

of P 31 1 2 while XDS44 outputted a P 3 1 2 space group. Space group selection is further 

discussed in Chapter 5.   

TET24A+NMM: A similar approach was taken for TET24A+NMM where the G-

tetrad core of TET26-1 was used as a model with the initial MR solution exhibiting a Top 

LLG of 144.2 and a Top TFZ score of 8.0. The TFZ score suggests the generation of a 

correct solution. NMM density above the 3’-terminal G-tetrad was observed after the 

initial MR calculation in Phenix.phaser. The current best solution exhibits an Rwork/Rfree 

value of 0.2524/0.2864.  The solution (in C 1 2 1) contains one molecule in the ASU 

which shows a parallel GQ with four G-tetrads, three TT propeller loops, four potassium 

ions, three sodium ion, and one NMM molecule π-π stacking on top of the 3’-terminal 

tetrad.  
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TET25+NMM: For TET25+NMM, a preliminary solution of TET24A+NMM was 

used as an MR model. An MR solution with a Top LLG of 396.1 and Top TFZ score of 

10.1 was generated. The TET25-NMM ASU contains two GQ molecules. The current 

best final solution in I 2 2 2 has an Rwork/Rfree value of 0.4171/0.4452.   

Crystallographic parameters for all final structures are shown in Table 2     

Table 2. The crystallographic parameters of TET26, TET22-NMM, TET24A-NMM, and TET25-
NMM. 

 TET26-2 TET22-NMM TET24A-NMM TET25-NMM 
Resolution 
Range 

59.02-1.97 102.81-1.81 32.97-1.99 51.24-3.34 

(Highest 
resolution shell) 

2.02-1.97 2.28-1.81 2.03-1.99 2.32-2.11 

Space group P21212 P31121 C121 I222 
Unit cell 
dimensions 

    

     a, b, c (Å) 32.04 
39.11 
59.02  

34.86 
34.86  
102.81 

50.28  
34.72  
34.40 

69.06 
69.54  
75.79 

     α, β, γ (°) 90 
90 
90 

90.00 
90.00  
120.00 

90.00  
106.54  
90.00 

90 
90 
90 

Unique 
reflections 

5471 (381) 6787 (393) 3905 (249) 10672 (848) 

Redundancy 6.3 (6.6) 7.7 (8.0) 3.3 (2.8) 8.5 (8.7) 
Completeness 
(%) 

97.9 (98.8) 99.3 (95.2) 96.2 (73.1) 98.4 (96.7) 

I/sigma 7.7 21.8  9.5  11.3 
R-merge  0.106 0.042 0.118 0.056 
Rwork/Rfree 
(%) 

0.2467/0.2615 0.2599/0.3075 0.2524/0.2864 0.4171/0.4452 

Number of 
atoms 

537 490 532  

     DNA 524 452 473  
     Solvent 9 3 6  
     Potassium 
     Sodium 

4 
0 

2 
0 

4 
3 

 

     NMM  33 46  
Copies in ASU 1 1 1 2 

 
1 Note that Phenix outputted an MR solution in P3212. The reprocessing of TET22-NMM data set in this 
space group by XDS can be found in Table S3. Also see 5.1 for space group determination.  
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Overall B-factor 
for ASU 

76.04 99.26 70.61  

RMS deviations     
Bond length (Å) 0.006 0.012 0.017 0.012 
 Bond angles (°) 0.756 1.737 1.956 1.560 
PDB ID 7JKU N/A N/A N/A 
  
Single-Wavelength Anomalous Dispersion (SAD) 

SAD is a structure solving method that allows for the experimental phasing of an 

unknown structure using anomalous scattering.45 First, crystals of the unknown structure 

containing heavy metal atoms are grown. Diffraction data is then collected at a 

wavelength near the heavy atom’s absorption edge which breaks (introduces differences 

in) the Friedel pairs. Friedel pairs are reflections with the same intensity and inverse 

phases, i.e. F(h,k,l) and F(-h,-k,-l). The introduced differences in Friedel pairs allows for 

the location of the heavy atoms which are then used to phase the structure and construct a 

map into which structure solving can begin.  

TET22-NMM(Ba2+) SAD datasets 7, 9, 10, 11 collected at 1.77120 Å were 

processed automatically in RAPD and phased in SHELX C,D,E46 (Table S6 and Figure 

19). SHELX C outputs the anomalous signal at varying resolution intervals. SHELX D 

then locates the heavy atoms present. The heavy atom search parameters were as follows: 

number of atoms to search for = 2, atom type = Ba, number of tries = 500, minimum 

distance between heavy atoms = 2 Å. The highest resolution for which the anomalous 

signal is > 0.8 (> random) was chosen for each dataset as follows: 2.35 Å (7), 2.44 Å (9), 

2.06 Å (10), and 2.0 Å (11). After SHELX D, SHELX E attempts to build a structure and 

its enantiomer. Since DNA is chiral, the resultant structures should be different with one 

being the correct solution. Default search parameters were used as follows: cycles of 

main-chain tracing = 4 with each including 20 cycles of density modification. SHELX D 
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and E numerical outputs were graphed in Microsoft Excel. Resultant maps (MTZ files) 

were inputted into Phenix.autosol. Further structure building was performed in Coot.   

Structural Analysis 

 Structural analysis including out of plane deviations, G-tetrad distances, and 

helical twists were calculated using in-lab scripts written by previous students and shown 

in Appendix 2 and 3. For all structural analysis the first tetrad is the 5’ tetrad and the 

fourth tetrad is the 3’ tetrad. B-factors were calculated using CCP4’s Baverage 

program47. RMSD measurements were measured in PyMOL using the command “align 

objectName1, objectName2, cycles=0”. Groove widths were calculated either by using a 

script from Liliane Mouawad or manually by calculating the distances between adjacent 

C3 atoms in PyMOL.  
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Chapter 3. Biophysical Studies of TET GQs Alone and in 
Complex with NMM 
 

The telomeric variants investigated in this work exhibit the same [TTGGGG]n 

repeat but differ in their 5’ and 3’ overhang nucleotides. All variants but TET12 and 

TET14 can form intramolecular GQs. TET12 and TET14 form bimolecular GQs. In a 

biological setting, a variety of overhang nucleotides would be available for GQ folding. 

Understanding the significance of these overhangs in determining the GQ topology and 

composition can shed light on GQ biology and inform ligand design to ensure optimal 

selectivity and affinity for GQs. Here, we sought out to determine the topology, stability, 

and heterogeneity of all TET variants (Table 1) alone and in complex with NMM. 

Moreover, we investigated the binding strength between selected GQs and NMM.   

To confirm that all TET variants fold into GQs post annealing, we employed 

Thermal Difference Spectra (TDS), an absorption-based technique that allows for the 

identification of the DNA secondary structure. Mergny et al. identified the positive peaks 

at 243 and 273 nm, and the negative peak at 295 nm to be characteristic of GQs.37 Figure 

2 shows the presence of all characteristic peaks for the sequences alone and in complex 

with NMM. The deviation of TDS signature in the presence of NMM from the expected 

is likely due to a minor absorbance contribution from NMM (Figure 2B). Notably, 

TET12 and TET14, the only bimolecular GQs, exhibit a less intense 295 trough as 

compared to other sequences. However, further biophysical studies (see below) 

confirmed a GQ fold for these two sequences. This is also the case for TET22A in 

complex with NMM which does not show a clear positive peak at 273 nm but further 

biophysical studies (as well as a positive peak at ~241 nm and a negative peak at ~295 

nm) support the presence of a GQ fold, Figure 2B.    
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Figure 2. Confirming the Presence of GQ folds via TDS. (A) TDS of all sequences alone. (B) 
TDS of all TET-NMM complexes with 2 equivalence of NMM. All DNA samples were prepared 
at ~3-7 µM in 10K buffer. Spectra were zeroed then divided by the respective DNA concertation 
to show the absorbance difference per [GQ].  
 

After confirming the GQ secondary structure, we sought out to investigate the 

topologies of TET GQs using CD spectroscopy. CD scans with a peak at 260 and a 

trough at 240 nm indicate a parallel GQ, CD scans with a peak at 295 and a trough at 260 

nm indicate an antiparallel GQ, and both 260 and 295 nm peaks accompanied with a 240 

nm trough indicate a hybrid structure.48 Figure 3A shows that most TET GQs exhibit a 

hybrid CD signature. TET12, however, forms a parallel structure while TET22 and 

TET24A form predominantly antiparallel GQs (Figure 3B). For TET22 and TET24A, 

the expected antiparallel trough at ~260 nm is either small or absent suggesting the minor 

presence of other conformations. The addition of NMM induces parallel GQ formation 

for all TET variants (Figure 3C) which is consistent with previous studies reviewed in a 

report published recently by our lab.36  Notably, a small shoulder at ~295 nm is observed 

for most GQ-NMM complexes.  

All TET GQs, with the exception of TET22A, have a T1/2 > 70 °C (Figure 3D and 

Table 3). The considerably lower stability of TET22A (62.2 ± 0.2 °C) is expected as this 
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sequence can only form three G-tetrads due to the presence of only three guanines in its 

last guanine stretch (Table 1). TET22A’s lower stability provides strong evidence that all 

other variants form four G-tetrad GQs. The addition of NMM increases the stability of all 

variants by ~7-9 °C (Figure 3D and Table 3). Notably, because TET GQs can form four 

G-tetrad GQs, they are highly stable even prior to NMM addition. As a result, clearly 

defined melting ends were not always observed at 95 °C (end of data collection). 

Consequently, we can say that the stabilities of TET-NMM complexes is at least what is 

reported in Table 3.  

 
Figure 3. Investigating GQ Topologies and Stabilities via CD. (A-B) CD scans of all TET 
sequences alone. (C) CD scans of all TET-NMM complexes with 2 equivalence of NMM. (D) 
T1/2 detemined via CD melt studies which show that NMM stabilizes TET GQs by ~7-10 °C. All 
CD samples were prepared at ~3-7 µM in 10K buffer. Scans were collected at 20 °C, and melts 
were collected from 20-95 °C. *No reliable T1/2 values were generated for TET24.  
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In addition to measuring GQ stabilities, CD melting studies allow for the 

determination of the enthalpy of GQ unfolding. Because most of our GQs are 

heterogenous (see PAGE discussion below), ΔH values represent an average of all 

topologies and are only reproducible under identical experimental conditions (Table S1). 

Our data indicate that all intramolecular GQs display a ΔH value > 230 KJ/mol. 

Bimolecular TET12 and TET14 display a considerably lower ΔH value (170 ± 17 and 

147 ± 4 KJ/mol, respectively). The addition of NMM increases the enthalpy of almost all 

variants suggesting strong intermolecular interactions between NMM and TET GQs 

(Table S1). Note that because the unfolding of bimolecular GQs is irreversible, their 

respective ΔH values do not hold physical meaning and are added for data completion. In 

general, the high hysteresis values for TET GQs could be due to the slow kinetics of four 

G-tetrad formation.  

Table 3. Thermodynamic Parameters for TET and TET-NMM GQs in 10K Buffer Assessed by 
CD Melt.  
DNA T1/2  (°C) Hysteresis 

DNA Alone DNA+NMM ΔT1/2 DNA Alone DNA+NMM 

TET12a 75.1 ± 0.9 84.4 ± 1.5 9.3 ± 1.7 n.d. n.d. 

TET14a 79.5 ± 0.5 87.7 ± 0.6 8.3 ± 0.8 n.d. n.d. 

TET22 76.1 ± 0.8 84.7 ± 1.2 8.5 ± 1.2 6.7 ± 1.5 6.4 ± 0.8 

TET22A 62.2 ± 0.2 72.1 ± 1.7 9.9 ± 1.7 2.3 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.8 

TET24b n.d. 83.2 ± 0.5 n.d. n.d. 10.1 ± 1.8 

TET24A 73.6 ± 1.4 80.3 ± 0.9 6.6 ± 1.7 9.3 ± 1.6 9.0 ± 0.1 

TET25 75.5 ± 0.7 84.3 ± 0.2 8.9 ± 0.9 5.9 ± 0.1 11 ± 1.8 

TET26 74.4 ± 0.4 82.7 ± 1.3 8.3 ± 1.4 8.1 ± 0.6 12.8 ± 0.6 

TET26A 73.7 ± 0.8 80.6 ± 0.4 6.9 ± 0.9 11.0 ± 1.2 12.6 ± 1.0 
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aTET12 and TET14 are irreversible likely due to their bimolecular nature, thus no hysteresis values 
are reported. 
bT1/2 of TET24 was not calculated due to its poorly defined melting curves. 
 
 

To further examine whether the hybrid signal in Figure 3A is indicative of hybrid 

GQs or a mixture of GQs with multiple conformations, we ran a native PAGE. All 

sequences alone, with the exception of TET22 and TET22A, were shown to fold into 

multiple monomeric species (Figure 4). This heterogeneity can further explain the high 

hysteresis (i.e., irreversibility of TET systems) observed in the CD studies (Table 3). 

Furthermore, PAGE data indicate that the observed hybrid CD signal for sequences other 

than TET22A is likely an overlay of parallel, antiparallel, or hybrid GQs formed by the 

same sequence. For TET22A, only one, albeit smeared, band is visible indicating the 

presence of a hybrid fold (Figure 3A & Figure 4A). The homogeneity of TET22A is 

consistent with its significantly smaller hysteresis relative to other variants (Table 3). For 

the antiparallel TET22, native PAGE shows the formation of one monomeric and one 

dimeric GQ. The dimeric band observed between the dT24 and dT30 markers matches the 

dimeric GQ, T1, which was used as a control GQ (Figure 4A). GQ dimer formation is 

also expected of sequences which start with a 5’ G-stretch as does TET22.49–51  
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The faint faster-migrating bands observed for other sequences in Figure 4B are 

likely due to TET GQs unreacted with NMM. Thus, higher NMM concentrations will be 

used for future PAGE studies. Also noticeable in the TET-NMM gels is the formation of 

higher order species, which is probably due to the very high concentration at which DNA 

was prepared. These bands can likely be eliminated through LiOH treatments (see 

Chapter 2.1 and Figure S1) and/or sample dilution. 

To determine the strength of NMM binding, we chose the two sequences TET25 

and TET26, which differ by a 3’-T (Table 1) and for which we determined the crystal 

structures (report forthcoming, Chapter 4). In order to be able to place our data in a 

biological setting and in context with previously investigated GQ-NMM binding, we 

decided to use the physiologically relevant 5K buffer (ionic strength of 110 mM) as 

opposed to 10K (ionic strength of 20 mM) for binding studies.36,51,52  

Titration data are shown in Figure 5 and demonstrate that the addition of GQ 

DNA to NMM causes very low hypochromicity and a significant red shift (~19 nm), 

Table 4, consistent with previously reported data for other GQs.51,52 Analysis of the data 

using SVD yielded a Ka of 4 ± 2 µM-1 with a 2DNA:1NMM binding stoichiometry for 

TET25-NMM, and a Ka of 4 ± 1 µM-1 with a 1:1 binding stoichiometry for TET26-

NMM. Notably, the titration data for TET25-NMM was also reasonably fit with a 1:1 

binding ratio. The model-independent Job plot technique was employed to further 

investigate the binding stoichiometry between TET variants and NMM (see below). To 

assess the TET-NMM binding strength, it would be important to review the binding of 

NMM to other GQs. Human telomeric DNA, Tel22, binds NMM with a much smaller Ka 

of 0.1 μM-1.52 Other telomeric GQs, including T4GnT4 (where n = 4 or 8) and G4T4G4, 
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exhibit stronger NMM binding with Ka of 1.5 μM-1 and 13 μM-1, respectively.53 Similarly, 

parallel GQs from oncogene promoters (VEGF and cMyc) and from the hTERT promoter 

(G4TERT) were shown to have a Ka of  > 2 μM-1.36 On the other hand, parallel T7 

displayed a Ka of 18 μM-1, while the parallel dimer, T1, exhibited the highest reported Ka 

value (50 μM-1) of any GQ-NMM interaction (both sequences were used as markers in 

Figure 4).51 In general, NMM binding with GQs ranges in affinity from 0.1-50 μM-1. 

Therefore, the binding between TET25 and TET26 with NMM can be considered as 

modest to strong.  

 
Figure 5. The Binding Strength and Stoichiometry between TET25 and TET26 with NMM in 5K 
Buffer. (A) UV-vis titration of TET25 with NMM. (B) A 2DNA:1NMM fit of the data shown in 
A. [NMM] was allowed to float (2.1 µM-1, ~19% difference from the measured concentration). 
[TET25] is 190.9 µM-1. (C) UV-vis titration of TET26 with NMM. (D) A 1:1 fit of the data 
shown in C. [NMM] was allowed to float (3.7 µM-1, ~35% difference from the measured 
concentration). [TET26] is 222.1 µM-1.
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While TET25 and TET26 exhibited a similar binding strength to NMM, the data 

was best fit to different binding stoichiometries. Furthermore, TET25-NMM binding was 

also reasonably fit to a 1:1 binding ratio. To determine the binding stoichiometry with a 

model independent technique, we completed Job plot experiments (Figure 6). 

Interestingly, Job plot titrations demonstrated the presence of both binding modes, a 1:1 

and a 2DNA:1NMM, for each variant. However, in TET25, the binding is more skewed 

towards a 2:1 ratio with an NMM mole fraction minimum at 0.42 ±  0.02, whereas in 

TET26, a 1:1 binding mode is more prominent with an NMM mole fraction minimum at 

0.47 ± 0.01 corroborating UV-Vis data. The presence of several binding modes is likely 

due to the heterogeneity of the two variants as evidenced by PAGE results (Figure 4A).  

 
Figure 6. Job Plot for TET25-NMM and TET26-NMM in 5K Buffer (A) TET25 titrated into 
NMM (black squares) and NMM titrated into TET25 (red circles). [TET25] is 4.18 µM-1 and 
[NMM] is 4.21 µM-1. (B) TET26 titrated into NMM (black squares) and NMM titrated into 
TET25 (red circles). [TET26] is 6.66 µM-1 and [NMM] is 6.64 µM-1. 
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Table 4. Titration Parameters for TET25 and TET26. T7 parameters were included for 
comparison.51 *FL refers to fluorescence titration. All other rows correspond to UV-Vis titrations 

DNA Buffer Red Shift 
(nm) 

Hypo-
chromicity 
(%) 

Isosbestic 
Point (nm) 

GQ:NMM 
Ratio 

Ka (µM-1) FL 
Enhancement 
(%) 

TET25 5K 18.8 ± 0.3 3 ± 1 393.0 ± 0.5 2:1 4 ± 2 NA 

TET26 5K 18.7 ± 0.6 -2 ± 3 392.0 ± 0.6 1:1 4 ± 1 NA 

T7 5K 18.1 ± 0.5 -5 ± 4 391.0 1:1 18 ± 7  NA 

TET25 10K 18.2 ± 0.6 1 ± 2 391.5 ± 0.5 2:1 2.5 ± 0.3 NA 

TET25

(FL*) 

10K NA NA NA 2:1 5 ± 2 38 ± 7 

Since most of our crystallography samples were prepared in 10K buffer, we also 

decided to investigate the binding of TET25 to NMM in 10K. The data obtained in 10K 

buffer is rather similar to the data in 5K buffer in spite of the large difference in ionic 

strength (20 mM vs 110 mM). This time, we employed UV-Vis and fluorescence 

titrations which showed binding constants, Ka, of 2.5 ± 0.3 and 5 ± 2 μM-1 respectively 

with the data best fit to a 2DNA:1NMM binding stoichiometry (Figure 7). The binding 

of NMM to TET25 resulted in a final fluorescence enhancement of 38 ± 7 % for NMM 

(Table 4). This enhancement is similar to literature values reported for NMM upon 

binding other hybrid GQs which is consistent with TET25’s hybrid CD signature (Figure 

3A).36 Job plot shows again the presence of two binding ratios with an NMM mole 

fraction minimum at 0.41 ± 0.02 (Figure 8). UV-Vis titration parameters are also highly 

similar and consistent with data in 5K buffer (Table 4) and previously reported telomeric 

sequences.51,52 Observing similar binding in buffers of different ionic strengths is 

expected since NMM interactions with GQs relies primarily on efficient π–π stacking and 
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the complementarity of its core methyl group to the GQ ion channel as opposed to 

electrostatic interactions.54 The lack of dependence on electrostatic interactions makes 

NMM highly selective for GQs over dsDNA (which exhibit the same negatively charged 

backbone as GQs). NMM can thus inform the design of highly selective GQ ligands.    

 
Figure 7. The Binding Strength and Stoichiometry between TET25 and NMM in 10K Buffer. (A) 
UV-vis titration of TET25 with NMM. (B) A 2DNA:1NMM fit of the data shown in A. [NMM] 
was allowed to float (4.8 µM-1, ~3% difference from the measured concentration). [TET25] is 
249.9 µM-1. (C) Fluorescence titration of TET25 with NMM. (D) A 2DNA:1NMM fit of the data 
shown in C. [NMM] was allowed to float (1.3 µM-1, 30% difference from the measured 
concentration). [TET25] is 123.36 µM-1. 
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Figure 8. The Binding Stoichiometry of TET25-NMM in 10K Buffer. Job Plot showing TET25 
titrated into NMM (black squares) and NMM titrated into TET25 (red circles). [TET25] is 4.37 
µM-1 and [NMM] is 4.38 µM-1.  
 

Overall, our biophysical data show that seemingly unimportant modifications in 

overhang nucleotides lead to significant variation in GQ folding. GQs of four G-tetrads 

exhibited high diversity where a single sequence can fold into multiple monomeric GQ 

species. TET22, which lacks a 5’-overhang and instead starts with a 5’ G-stretch is 

capable of forming dimeric GQs as is observed on the PAGE (Figure 4) and in earlier 

work.49–51 TET22A, which can only form a three G-tetrad GQ, formed a homogenous 

species with a hybrid signal, one monomeric band on PAGE, and lower thermal stability 

(Figure 3 and Figure 4A). In a biological setting, a continuous stretch of telomeric 
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NMM can thus inform the design of small molecule ligands capable of binding different 

GQ topologies available in a biologically heterogenous environment. Such ligands can 

have promising anticancer therapeutic potential.    

 

Acknowledgments: Sawyer McCarthy and Joanne Miao ’22 collected a number of TDS 

and CD trials.
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Chapter 4. The Crystal Structure of Tel26-2 

Our lab has successfully solved the structures of TET25 and TET26 which will be 

published in a report forthcoming. Specifically, three TET26 structures were solved from 

three crystal forms and named TET26-1 (solved to 1.99 Å in P 31  2 1), TET26-2, and 

TET26-3 (solved to 1.97, and 2.00 Å, respectively in P 21  21  2). This thesis will primarily 

discuss TET26-2 and its similarity to the other two forms. All TET26 structures form 

four G-tetrads, parallel GQs with three TT propeller loops Figure 9. Each of the three 

structures also forms a 5’-5’ dimer with a symmetry related molecule. TET26-1 has three 

K+ ions while TET26-2 and TET26-3 have a fourth K+ ion at the dimer interface. 

 

Figure 9. The Crystal Structure of TET26-2. (A) A graphical representation of TET26-2’s 
asymmetric unit (SG = P21 21 2). Guanine nucleotides are shown in light blue, thymines in dark 
blue, four potassium ions as blue spheres, and the phosphate backbone in orange. (B) TET26-2 
surrounded by the electron density at I/σ = 1. (C) A schematic representation of TET26 showing 
the nucleotide numbers. (D) A graphical representation of the dimer formed by TET26-2 and its 
symmetry mate. Figures 9A and 9D were prepared in PyMOL, Fig. 9B was prepared in 
ChimeraX, and Fig. 9C was prepared in Adobe Illustrator. 
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4.1 Structural Analysis 

The values of out of plane deviations (DOOP) for TET26-2 show that the 5’ tetrad 

is characterized by high planarity that gradually decreases for the second, third, and 

fourth tetrads (Table 5). The high planarity at the 5’-tetrad is expected as it would 

facilitate optimal π – π stacking at the dimer interface. Several previously reported 

parallel telomeric structures were also shown to form 5’-5’ dimers and exhibit similar 

DOOP values.51,54 This was also the case for TET26-1 and TET26-3. Furthermore, 

distances between respective G-tetrads, 3.22-3.35 Å, are consistent with π – π stacking 

(Table 5).56  

Just like dsDNA, GQs form a right-handed helix. The average helical twists for 

TET26-2, 29 ± 8 o,  is consistent with the expected value for intramolecular parallel GQs, 

31 ± 3 o (Table 5).57 57 It is interesting to note that the helical twist between the first and 

the second G-tetrad is significantly higher, 37.7 ± 1.3 Å. This trend is observed for 

TET26-1, TET26-2, TET26-3 (report forthcoming), TET22-NMM and TET24A-NMM 

(see below). Finally, TET26-2 forms four medium grooves with an average size of 14.6 

± 0.1 Å (Figure S2A) as is expected due to the presence of propeller loops.5 

4.2 Loops, Overhangs, and the K+ Ion Channel 

TET26 has a 5’-GTT overhang and a 3’-T overhang. An overlay of the three 

structures shows that while TET26-2 and TET26-3 are highly similar (RMSD = 1.86 Å), 

TET26-1 exhibits a considerably different 5’ overhang (Figure 10A). A closer look at the 

5’-overhang of TET26-1 and TET26-2 shows an intriguingly different arrangement 

(Figure 10B). In TET26-1, the stacking interactions are only observed between T2 and 

T3. In TET26-2, however, the stability of the overhang is maintained by the stacking 
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between G1, T2, and T3. Despite this high order, the 5’ tail in TET26-2 has an average 

B-factor value of 87 ± 8 Å2 suggesting that the nucleotides exhibit conformational 

freedom to some degree (Figure S3).      

 

Figure 10. Comparison among TET26-1, -2, and -3. (A) An overlay of all three TET26 
structures. (B) The arrangement of the 5’-tail of TET26-1 and TET26-2. All figures were made in 
PyMOL.  
 

The highly ordered TET26-2 tail extends into the solvent and interacts with 

symmetry-related molecules via π – π stacking and hydrogen bonding (Figure 11). 

Specifically, G1 π – π stacks over G7’ and G13’ from a symmetrical molecule while G1 

hydrogen bonds with T26’ from a symmetrical molecule as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. TET26-2’s Interactions with Symmetry-Related Molecules as Facilitated by its 5’-
Overhang. (Left) The TET26-2 dimer interacting with a third TET26-2 molecule via its 5’-tail. 
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(Right) a closer look at the π – π stacking and hydrogen bonding between G1 of the 5’-tail and 
symmetrical nucleotides. TET26-2 in the ASU is in purple. All figures were made in PyMOL. 
 
 Three TT propeller loops facilitate the fold of TET26-2. Unlike guanines within 

G-tetrads, nucleotides within the loops can exhibit high conformational flexibility. 

Furthermore, there are minimal interactions between the TET26-2 loops and symmetrical 

molecules (Figure 12). Consequently, the nucleobases of T8, T15, and T20 (which all 

point into the solvent) were not built due to a lack of reliable density, and a relatively 

high average B-value was calculated for these nucleotides (Figure S3). T9 and T21 are 

more ordered as they point into the DNA groove. T14, on the other hand, sits near a 

symmetrical T14’ with which it might be experiencing weak hydrogen bonding (all 

relevant distances measured in Coot were > 4.5 Å). T14 nucleotides are shown in green 

in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12. TET26-2’s Interactions with Symmetry-Related Molecules. All nucleotides but T14 
are shown in light blue, T14 are shown in green, four potassium ions as blue spheres, the 
phosphate backbone in orange, and water molecules as grey and x shaped. Figure 12 was made in 
PyMOL. 
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The coordination of cations with the tetrads’ inner carbonyls is essential for GQ 

formation. TET26-2 is shown to have four K+ ions with the first potassium located 

between two TET26-2 monomers to facilitate the formation of a perfectly aligned dimer 

(Figure 9D & Figure 11A). The first three K+ ions are located equidistant from the 

respective two consecutive tetrads that they sit between (Figure 13). On the other hand, 

the fourth K+ is closer to the 3’-terminal tetrad (K-O distance of 2.64 ± 0.03 Å) than to 

the middle tetrad (2.92 ± 0.02 Å) (Figure 13). This is likely due to the attraction between 

K+ and a water molecule below the 3’-tetrad which extends the ion channel. 

 
 

 
Figure 13. K+ Coordination in TET26-2. K+ ions are shown as blue spheres, oxygen atoms as red 
sphere, and a water molecule as an aqua sphere. K-O distances are an average of four distances. 
All measurements were obtained in Coot and are in Å. 
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4.3 Discussion 

Searching the Protein Data Bank (PDB) for “Tetrahymena thermophila G-

quadruplex” and limiting the results to show DNA only, results in 301 structures. None of 

these structures is a four G-tetrad intramolecular T. thermophila GQ, making TET26-2 

one of the first examples of such structures. The biological relevance of intramolecular 

GQs58 and the scarcity of four G-tetrads ones59, highlights the significance of our 

structural data on TET26-2 for understanding the peculiar and diverse features of GQs.  

Interestingly, several parallel tetramolecular T. thermophila GQs (that are 

composed of four G-tetrads) are similar to TET26-2 in that they exhibit the formation of 

a perfectly aligned dimer facilitated by seven ions across two GQs.29,60–63 Some of these 

GQs have an extended ion channel due to ion-water interactions as was observed in 

TET26-260–63. None of these GQs, however, contains K+ ions maintaining the importance 

of exploring further GQ structures such as TET26-2.  

Importantly, TET26-2 can be used in molecular docking studies to investigate the 

optimal binding of various theoretical and experimental GQ ligands which would inform 

the design of effective anticancer or antiviral drugs. Furthermore, any of the TET26 

structures can function as MR models to further the structure solving of unexplored GQs 

and GQ-ligand complexes (see Chapter 5).  

 

Acknowledgments: Sawyer McCarthy solved TET26-1 and Erin Chen 23’ and Sawyer 

McCarthy solved TET26-3.  
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Chapter 5. Efforts to Solve TET-NMM Crystal Structures  

Our biophysical data (see Chapter 3) inform us of the binding strength and 

stoichiometry between selected GQs and NMM. However, our DNA variants fold into 

multiple native conformations and the measured binding represents an average of all 

binding events (i.e. the binding of all three TET25 conformations with NMM – Figure 

4). Moreover, spectroscopic studies do not provide direct information about the binding 

mode which would be valuable for the design of GQ-selective therapeutic ligands. To 

address these limitations, we used x-ray crystallography to gain structural information 

about the binding of NMM to one GQ conformer. Diffraction quality crystals of 

TET22+NMM, TET24A+NMM, and TET25+NMM were grown. Efforts to solve the 

structures showed consistently that an NMM molecule π-π stacks on top of the GQ’s 3’ 

terminal tetrad. At the 5’ terminal tetrad, the GQ forms a dimer with a symmetry related 

molecule (TET22 and TET24A) or with a second molecule in the ASU (TET25). 

Additionally, for the first time we observe that the NMM molecule itself forms a dimer 

with another symmetry related molecule (see below). While all three structures require 

further refinements, examining the current solutions can provide valuable structural 

information about TET-NMM binding which is necessary for optimized drug design and 

development.  

5.1 TET22-NMM 

Small, clustered rod-shaped TET22-NMM crystals were optimized into large 

singular rod-shaped crystals in 0.6-1 M sodium formate, 12-16% PEG 20K, and 0.05 M 

Bis-Tris pH 7 (Figure 14). Fourteen diffraction datasets were collected with the highest 

resolution dataset at 1.81 Å (Table S2). RAPD’s automatic processing of the data post-
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collection selected the space groups P 62 2 2 and P 31 1 2. Here, 3 or 6 indicate rotational 

symmetry while the subscripts 1 or 2 indicate translational symmetry. Combined 

rotational and translational symmetries (such as in 31 or 62) are referred to as screw axes. 

To clarify the space group assignment, selected datasets (8-14) were reprocessed in XDS 

(Table S3). Datasets processed by RAPD in P 62 2 2 were processed by XDS in P 6 2 2, 

and datasets processed by RAPD in P 31 1 2 were processed by XDS in P 3 1 2. 

Interestingly, datasets 11 and 12 were an exception to the previous observation. While 

RAPD processed 11 in P 62 2 2, XDS selected the space group 149 (P 3 1 2). For 12, 

XDS selected space group 5 (C2). Given that 12 exhibits the highest resolution of all 

datasets (1.81 Å), this dataset was reprocessed in XDS with the space group fixed either 

at 149 or 177 (P 6 2 2) (Table S3). In 149, the dataset exhibits a higher I/σ and ISa values 

(13.80 vs. 7.36 and 14.37 vs. 5.01) and a lower R-measure (4.8% vs. 11.9%) likely 

supporting the assignment of 149 as the more appropriate space group. Here, I/σ is the 

detected signal, ISa is the upper limit of I/σ, and R-measure indicates the deviation 

between repetitive measurements of the same data points and thus error within the 

dataset. To further confirm the P 3 1 2 space group assignment, datasets 8-14 were 

examined in Phenix.xtriage (Table S4). Space groups were inputted based on RAPD 

processing without indicating translation (i.e. no screw axes, either P 6 2 2 or P 3 1 2). 

All datasets with space group P 6 2 2 displayed a solvent content below 10% while 

datasets in space group P 3 1 2 displayed a solvent content of ~54%. For the former, a 

solvent content below 10% is unlikely to be correct given that (a) previously solved TET 

structures, TET26-1 and TET26-2, exhibit solvent contents of 29.1 and 46.2% 

respectively (report forthcoming) and (b) the most frequent solvent content in DNA 
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crystals is ~64%64. This result further supports the conclusion that P 3 1 2 is a more 

appropriate space group than P 6 2 2.  

 
Figure 14. TET22-NMM Crystals. (A) TET22-NMM crystals in Helix 1-31. (B) Optimized 
TET22-NMM crystals in 0.6-1 M sodium formate, 12-16% PEG 20K, and 0.05 M Bis-Tris pH 7. 
 

Comparing all the datasets shown in Tables S1-3, dataset 12 shows the best 

resolution (1.81 Å), a high I/σ and ISa value (21.8 and 24.21), and low R-measure 

(5.0%). Consequently, 12 was chosen as the best dataset to proceed with for structure 

solving. Interestingly, during structure solving in Phenix, all resultant MR solutions were 

in the space group P 32 1 2. This observation supports the conclusion that the point group 

(in international notation) is 32 and not 622 but here, the screw axis 32 is present (as 

opposed to no screw axis as shown in XDS or 31 as shown by RAPD). To ensure that this 

space group is appropriate, dataset 12 was reprocessed in P32 1 2 in XDS (Table S3). The 

parameters were deemed acceptable and structure solving proceeded in P32 1 2.     
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Figure 15. Efforts to solve the TET22-NMM structure via MR. (A) A graphical representation of 
TET22-NMM’s asymmetric unit (space group = P32 1 2). Guanine nucleotides are shown in light 
blue, thymines in dark blue, four potassium ions in purple, the phosphate backbone in orange, and 
NMM binding the 3’ G-tetrad is shown in green. (B) TET22-NMM surrounded by the electron 
density at I/σ = 1. (C) A schematic representation of TET22 showing the nucleotide numbers. (D) 
A graphical representation of the GQ dimer formed by TET22 in the ASU with a symmetry 
related GQ. Additionally, NMM forms a dimer with a symmetry related molecule.  
 
5.1.1 Structure Solving via MR   

CD scans of TET22-NMM show a parallel GQ while native PAGE displays a 

predominantly monomeric species (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, the high thermal 

stability (T1/2) of TET22 suggests that it folds into a four G-tetrad GQ. Consequently, we 

selected six parallel GQ structures from the PDB with 2-4 G-tetrads (Table S5). 

Molecular replacement was conducted in Phenix.phaser with the resolution cut to 3.0 Å 

to minimize noise (increase signal to noise ratio) and thus enhance the placement of the 

GQ molecule as a whole. Each of the six models was modified such that either all loops 

and overhang nucleotides were removed, or only relevant loops (i.e., TT) were 

maintained. The ions in all the models were changed to potassium. MR was deemed 
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successful if the Top TFZ score was > 8 and a first refinement was then carried out. All 

solutions were also visually examined in terms of their fit to the calculated electron 

density. Refinements with Rfree values < 0.5 were considered promising for further 

refinement cycles. These steps are summarized in Table S5. Almost consistently, TET22-

NMM density seemed to be of high quality when inspected visually after MR with a clear 

density for potassium ions and often some density for the NMM ligand which was not 

part of the models (Figure S4-top). However, the density after one round of refinement 

looked significantly worse, often not displaying potassium ions, showing poor density 

around the tetrads, displaying non-planar tetrads, and exhibiting an Rfree value > 0.4 

throughout the refinement cycles (Figure S4-bottom). Interestingly, within a few rounds 

of refinements following strategy 10 (Table S5), a small spherical density was apparent 

above the 3’ terminal G-tetrad. While NMM was significantly bigger than the visible 

density, adding NMM led to a decrease in Rfree to below 0.4. After several rounds of 

refinement, an Rwork/Rfree value of 0.260/0.308 was reached. While still in need of further 

refinement, an Rfree value of 30.8% is significantly lower than the expected value for a 

random solution, 58%.65 

The current best solution of TET22-NMM contains four G-tetrads, three TT 

loops, two potassium ions, three water molecules, and one NMM molecule (Figure 15A-

B). The nucleobases of T12 and T18 and the third potassium ion (expected between the 

first and second tetrads) were not built in the structure due to a lack of visible electron 

density. Nucleotide numbering and positions are shown in Figure 15C. TET22 forms a 

dimer with a symmetry related GQ at the 5’-end (Figure 15D). NMM is shown π- π 

stacking at the 3’-terminal tetrad with a distance of 3.66 Å. The distances between 
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consecutive tetrads, helical twists, and DOOP values for each tetrad are shown in Table 5. 

All intermolecular tetrad distances are within previously reported G-tetrad stacking 

distances.56 The distance between the fourth tetrad and NMM (3.66 Å) is similar to the 

distance generally expected for planar aromatic ring stacking (3.4-3.6 Å) indicating the 

likely presence of π- π stacking interactions.66 The average helical twist for TET22-

NMM, 32 ± 6 o, is consistent with the expected value for intramolecular parallel GQs (31 

± 3 o).57 The twist between the first and second tetrads (39 ± 4 o), however, is 

significantly higher than the other calculated twists. Intriguingly, the trend of a larger 

helical twist between the first and second tetrad was observed for TET26-1, TET26-2, 

TET26-3 (report forthcoming), and TET24A-NMM (Table 5). Similarly, the DOOP value 

for the fourth tetrad of TET22 is significantly higher than the values for other tetrads 

which is consistent with TET25, TET26-1, TET26-2, TET26-3, and TET24A-NMM 

(Table 5). Finally, TET22-NMM forms four medium groove widths (Figure S2B) as is 

expected due to the presence of propeller loops.5 Overall, the parameters for the TET22 

solution are consistent with previously solved models arguing for its validity and 

biological relevance.  

Further illustrating the consistency between the TET22-NMM structure and other 

GQs, NMM stacking at the 3’-end and dimer formation at the 5’-end has been observed 

for the following GQs in complex with NMM: human telomeric GQ Tel22, 

[GGGTT]3GGG, [TGGGT]4, and the current final solution of TET24A (see 5.2).51,54 The 

NMM molecule in TET22 (and TET24A) also forms a dimer with a symmetry related 

molecule that is slightly shifted as shown in Figure S5 (or Figure S9). Offset stacking is 

expected to minimize the repulsion between the electrons of the two NMM molecules 
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and it is more commonly observed for π-conjugated molecules.66 The chemical relevance 

of the offset NMM dimer argues for the current model’s validity. Significantly, to our 

knowledge this is the first example of an NMM dimer π- π stacking above a G-tetrad. 

Consequently, our structural data provides valuable information on how NMM stabilizes 

GQs allowing for the design of effective anticancer or antiviral therapeutics.  

It is also of interest to examine the three TT propeller loops and their interactions 

with surrounding molecules. Figure S3 shows that the thymines’ average B-factor values 

are significantly higher than the guanines or even NMM’s. This is expected as loops 

exhibit a higher conformational freedom than guanines in the tetrads which can also 

explain the lack of density observed for the T12 or T18’s nucleobases. A closer look at 

the first loop shows that the electron density (2Fo-Fc) around T5 and T17’ strongly 

overlaps (Figure S6). This overlapping could indicate that nucleotides from TET22 in the 

ASU extend to form interactions with symmetry related molecules which would explain 

the relatively high Rfree value. Alternatively, it could be the case that T5 and T17’ 

experience strong π- π stacking interactions, but as indicated by Rfree, the map is not of 

high enough quality to distinguish separate densities. The same overlapping is observed 

for T11 & T11’. Additionally, negative density (Fo-Fc) surrounds the sugar of T18 and 

phosphate of G19 which, when considered with the loop’s weak electron density (2Fo-

Fc), indicates an error with the building of this loop. Further refinement cycles aimed at 

fixing these errors will likely yield a higher quality solution and a lower Rfree value.  
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Table 5. Out of Plane Deviations, Distances, and Helical Twists Between TET26-2, TET22 and 
TET24A’s Tetrads.  
DNA Out of Plane Deviation (DOOP) 

(Å) 
Distances between G-tetrads 

(Å) 
Helical Twist (o) 

 

Tetrad 
1 

Tetrad 
2 

Tetrad 
3 

Tetrad 
4 

1 & 2 2 & 3 3 & 4 4 & 
NMM 

1 & 2 2 & 3 3 & 4 

TET26-2 0.25 0.68 0.93 1.80 3.22 3.30 3.35 NA 37.7 ± 1.3 23.8 ± 0.5  24.8 ± 1.6 

TET22 0.96 0.87 0.90 1.44 3.24 3.28 3.33 3.66 39.0 ± 4.2 26.7 ± 1.9  30.1 ± 1.9 

TET24A 0.72 0.84 0.89 1.37 3.18 3.34 3.29 3.48 35.6 ± 1.2 22.4 ± 0.7  27.9 ± 1.2 
 

 
Figure 16. Validating NMM Density for TET22-NMM(K+). (A) The NMM molecule built in the 
final TET22-NMM solution with surrounding density at I/σ = 1. (B) A zoomed in portion of the 
Phenix.omitmaps output showing density above the 3’-tetrad for TET22 likely corresponding to 
the NMM dimer. Density is shown at I/σ = 1. 

To examine the NMM density (shown in Figure 16A), the ligand was removed 

from the final solution which was then used as a model for MR. NMM density was 

apparent in the solution outputted by Phenix.phaser. To further inspect this density, the 

model without NMM was used to generate an omit map. An omit map is a tool used to 

unbiasedly confirm the presence of a particular part of the structure in the final model.67 

The resultant map shows clearly visible density above the 3’ tetrad (Figure 16B). While 

this density does not necessarily match the shape of NMM (as the density for TET24A 
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omit map does, see Figure 21), it is significantly larger than a solvent molecule or an ion 

like K+ or Na+. Given that the TET22-NMM crystals were red in color, the appearance of 

NMM after MR, the density above the 3’-tetrad from the Omit map, the decrease in Rfree 

value after NMM addition, and the lack of negative density around the ligand in 

subsequent refinements after its addition, we can make the conclusions that 1) there is a 

molecule sitting above the 3’-tetrad, and 2) it is likely to be NMM. NMM in this solution 

may not be well defined given the missing density of the propionic acid and ethyl side 

chains. However, this is not unexpected as NMM’s side chains were not visible in 

previously published GQ-NMM structures by our lab, even at 1.65 Å.51,54 Recall from 

earlier (Chapter 1.5) that NMM is composed of four isomers with the methyl group on 

any of the core nitrogen atoms. The lack of a visible side chain density in the final 

solution makes it difficult to identify the exact NMM isomer binding the GQ. This is 

exacerbated by the lack of clear density for the methyl group on the core nitrogen atom 

which also hinders accurate placement of the ligand. Nonetheless, while still high, 

NMM’s B-factor value of 98.7 Å² is smaller than the B-factors for thymines which 

further argues for its likely presence in the structure.    

Further refinement rounds are currently underway. Future efforts can be directed 

at building the third potassium ion, building T12 and T18’s nucleobases, and 

understanding the connections and interactions between TET22 and its symmetry mates.    

5.1.2 Structure solving via SAD 

Using DNA samples prepared in 10Ba buffer, barium-containing TET22-NMM 

crystals were grown in 0.6-0.8 M sodium formate, 12-16% PEG 20K, and 0.05 M Bis 

Tris pH = 7 (Figure 17A). The crystals are red, singular, and rod-shaped visually 
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resembling TET22-NMM(K+) crystals (Figure 14). Additionally, the crystals are 

isomorphous as the data was processed in RAPD in the same two space groups as 

TET22-NMM(K+), P 62 2 2 and P 31 1 2. To further analyze the TET22-NMM(Ba2+) 

complex, we employed CD spectroscopy. In the absence of NMM, TET22(K+) is 

predominantly antiparallel. On the other hand, TET22(Ba2+) forms a parallel GQ with a 

major peak at ~260 nm and a trough at 240 nm. When NMM is added, both structures 

form parallel conformations. However, while a trough is present at ~290 nm for TET22-

NMM(Ba2+), a slight shoulder is observed for TET22-NMM(K+) indicating a very minor 

antiparallel component (which is likely TET22 without NMM). Additionally, the 260 nm 

peak for TET22-NMM(Ba2+) is significantly higher indicating that it is more parallel than 

its K+ counterpart. This is also apparent in the native PAGE (Figure 4) which shows that 

TET22-NMM(Ba2+) forms a slower-moving monomeric band and a more intense dimer 

band. As such, it seems that the TET22-NMM(Ba2+) structure forms both monomeric and 

dimeric GQs, that both exhibit parallel conformations, and that it is likely that the heavy-

atom derivative highly resembles the native structure, but it is not identical to it.     
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Figure 17. Characterization of TET22-NMM(Ba2+).. (A) TET22-NMM(Ba2+) crystals. (B-C) CD 
scans comparing TET22 in K+ with TET22 in Ba2+ alone and with NMM. CD samples were 
prepared at ~4-5 µM.  
 

To locate the heavy atom positions and process SAD data, we utilized the SHELX 

C/D/E program within the CCP4 suite. Four selected data sets (7, 9, 10, 11 in Table S6) 

were processed in SHELX and the outputted data was visualized in Microsoft Excel. A 

good solution is expected to have CCAll of ~30% or above, CCAll > CCWeak, an upper line 

showing a higher CCAll value at each try, a sharp decrease in heavy atom site occupancy 

from a high occupancy (~1), and a good separation between the contrast of the 

investigated enantiomers.68 Here, CCAll is the correlation coefficient between the 

normalized structure factors calculated from the heavy-atom substructure (Ecalc), and the 

normalized structure factors observed from the data (Eobs). CCWeak is calculated from the 

reflections not used in structure solving. In the native GQ, monovalent ions such as 

potassium are expected to be present between each tetrad. Divalent ions with double 
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charge are thus expected to be located between every other tetrad. Therefore, in TET22-

NMM, it is reasonable to expect the presence of only two Ba2+ ions. Excitingly, 

performing MR on dataset 10 shows a solution with two large spherical densities between 

the first and second, and third and fourth tetrad (Figure 18). These densities likely belong 

to barium ions supporting the barium’s incorporation into the GQ and our guess of having 

two heavy atoms in the structure.  

  

Figure 18. Ba2+ density obtained through MR. Performing MR on a derivative TET22-
NMM(Ba2+) dataset shows two large spherical densities between the first and second, and third 
and fourth tetrads likely corresponding to Ba2+ ions. Density is shown at I/σ = 1. The density for 
NMM is also visible at the bottom of the figure. Note, neither Ba2+ nor NMM were included in 
the model.  
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Figure 19. SAD output from SHELX for our best solution. SHELX output was visualized in 
Microsoft Excel. (A-B) show a CCAll value > 30%, CCAll > CCWeak, and an upper line showing a 
higher CCAll value at each of 500 tries. (C) Shows two peaks with occupancy > 0.8 before a sharp 
drop is observed. (D) Shows poor separation between the solutions of the two enantiomers. 
     

While SHELX output for all datasets showed CCAll > 40%, CCAll/CCWeak > 1.6, 

and at least one Ba atom with occupancy > 0.8, none of the datasets exhibited a notable 

separation between the contrast of the investigated enantiomers. Figure 19 shows a 

representative data analysis of dataset 10. In this dataset, CCAll/CCweak is 1.63 and an 

upper CCAll/try line is observed indicating a good solution (Figure 19A-B). Two Ba 

atoms with occupancies 1.0 and 0.87 were located (Figure 19C). However, Figure 19D 

shows no significant separation between the original and inverted models suggesting an 

error with the solution. Efforts to solve the structure in Phenix using SHELX output 
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resulted in solutions with Rfree > 0.5 indicating an incorrect solution. Further work is 

required to obtain the TET22-NMM(Ba2+) structure such as processing the remaining 

datasets, attempting to merge datasets collected on the same sample, and attempting 

further refinement and building rounds in Phenix.                

5.2 TET24A-NMM 

Four TET24A-NMM diffraction datasets from two crystals grown by Sawyer 

McCarthy were collected and are shown in Table S7. RAPD’s automatic processing of 

the data selected space group C 1 2 1 for all sets. 3_16_run3_1 dataset was chosen for 

structure building. Note that while 3_16_run3_1 exhibits a high resolution of 1.98 Å and 

the lowest R-merge compared to all other datasets, the outer shell completion is 73.1%. 

Trying other datasets might therefore be useful for future efforts in solving this structure. 

The current best solution of TET24A-NMM (Figure 20) exhibits an Rwork/Rfree value of 

0.252/0.286 with one molecule in the ASU that contains four G-tetrads, two thymine 

overhang nucleotides, three TT propeller loops, four potassium ions, three sodium ions, 

six water molecules, and one NMM molecule. The nucleobases for T6, T7, T18, and T19 

were not built due to a lack of visible electron density. On the other hand, the second loop 

(T12, T13) is well characterized with visible densities for the nucleobases. Near T12, a 

water network composed of two water molecules in the ASU and four symmetrical 

molecules is observed (Figure S7). Two other solvent molecules are built near the G2 

phosphate. At T13, a small density is visible in which a sodium ion was built. This 

sodium is 2.91 Å away from the O4 atom of T13. Furthermore, the density of T13 

overlaps with both density for G1’ (a G1 from a symmetrical GQ) and density for T13’. 

In both overlapping areas, a sodium ion was built.  
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Figure 20. Efforts to solve the TET24A-NMM structure via MR. (A) A schematic representation 
of TET24A showing the nucleotide numbers. (B) A graphical representation of TET24A-NMM’s 
asymmetric unit (SG = C 1 2 1). Four potassium ions are shown in purple, sodium ions are shown 
in green, and NMM is shown in green. (C) TET24A-NMM surrounded by the electron density at 
1.0 I/σ. (D) A graphical representation of the GQ dimer formed by TET24A in the ASU with a 
symmetry related GQ. Additionally, NMM forms a dimer with a symmetry related molecule.  
 

TET24A differs from TET22 by the presence of one extra thymine nucleotide at 

the 5’ overhang and another at the 3’ overhangs (Table 1). In line with other thymine 

nucleotides, T1 has a high average B-factor value of 89.3 Å2 which is likely due to its 

high flexibility. Similarly, while T24 π-π stacks on top of a symmetrical T24’ (Figure 

S8), it also exhibits a high average B-factor value of 98.4 Å2 (Figure S3). Considering 

the weak density around T24 and the high average B-factor value, it is likely that this 

nucleotide was built incorrectly within the structure. Further refinement rounds are 

needed to ensure the correct placement of T24.  
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Figure 21. Validating NMM Density for TET24A-NMM. (A) The NMM molecule built in the 
final TET24A-NMM solution with surrounding density at I/σ = 1. (B) A zoomed in portion of the 
Phenix.omitmaps output showing density above the 3’-tetrad for TET24A likely corresponding to 
the NMM dimer. Density is shown at I/σ = 1.  

Like TET22-NMM, TET24A-NMM forms a 5’-5’ dimer with a symmetry mate 

and has NMM stacked at the 3’-end which also forms a dimer with a symmetry generated 

molecule (Figure 20D). NMM exhibits an average B-factor value of 65.7 Å2 which is 

comparable to the B-factor values of guanines within the structure thus suggesting correct 

placement of the molecule. The distance from the 3’ G-tetrad to NMM is 3.48 Å strongly 

supporting the presence of π-π interactions. The interactions and distances between the 

two NMM monomers are shown in Figure S9. Unlike in TET22-NMM, for TET24A-

NMM we were able to identify the density for one propionic acid side chain allowing for 

a more accurate placement of the ligand (Figure 21A). Calculating an Omit map in 

Phenix using a model without NMM shows clear NMM density above the 3’-tetrad 

(Figure 21B). However, the density appears fragmented, and no side chains are visible, 

although this is not unexpected.  

A B 
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Structural analysis for TET24A-NMM is also consistent with TET22-NMM and 

previously reported structures. The current final solution exhibits high planarity for the 5’ 

tetrad (at the dimer interface) which decreases as the distance from the 5’ end increases 

consistent with TET26-1, TET26-2, and TET26-3 (Table 5). The average helical twists 

of 29 ± 7 o is also consistent with the expected twist for intramolecular parallel GQs.57 A 

significantly higher twist between the first and second tetrad is again consistent with 

TET26-1, TET26-2, TET26-3, and TET22-NMM. Finally, TET24A-NMM forms four 

medium groove widths (Figure S2C) as is expected due to the presence of propeller 

loops.5  

Future efforts for solving TET24A-NMM can be directed at refining the positions 

of T1 and T24, attempting to build the missing nucleotides in the first and second loop, 

refining the NMM density and validating the visible propionic acid chain, and selecting 

other diffraction datasets (such as 003_16_1, Table S7) to attempt structure solving with.  

5.3 TET25-NMM 

Six TET25-NMM datasets were collected from one crystal. In RAPD, the 

different datasets were processed in C 2 2 2, C 1 2 1, I 2 2 2 and I 4 2 2 (Table S8). In 

XDS, the selected space groups were C 2, C 2 2 2, and I 2 2 2 (Table S9). Reprocessing 

the datasets in XDS after cutting the resolution near I/s = 2 did not result in a change in 

the selected space group. Further processing through programs such as HKL2000 is 

required to narrow down the space group selection. For structure solving efforts, we 

decided to proceed with dataset 4 in space group I 2 2 2.  

The current best solution of TET25-NMM contains two molecules in the ASU 

(Figure 22). Each molecule is composed of four G-tetrads, two TT propeller loops, and 
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one NMM molecule. The last loop in each molecule (T20-T21) is missing due to a lack 

of density. The solution also contains seven potassium ions and nine water molecules. No 

overhang nucleotides were built for either molecule. Similarly to TET22’s loops, the first 

loop in each TET25 molecule (T8-T9) shows overlapping density with symmetry-

generated nucleotides. On the other hand, the second loop (T14-T15) is better defined 

and shows no overlap. Future efforts to solve the structure should be directed at 

determining the space group, building the third loop and overhang nucleotides, and 

minimizing the clashes between atoms which is exacerbated by the presence of two 

molecules in the ASU.  

 
Figure 22. The current best solution for TET25-NMM. (Left) The first loop for each GQ having 
density that overlaps with symmetrical density is observed on the left. The unbuilt third loop for 
each GQ, indicated by the dashed lines, is observed on the right. (Right) The well-defined second 
loop of each GQ is shown on the right for the top GQ and left for the bottom GQ. This solution 
has Rwork/Rfree 0.4171/0.4452. Density is shown at I/σ = 1.   
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5.4 Discussion 

 All TET-NMM complexes show NMM π-π stacking on the 3’-terminal tetrad as 

observed in our earlier work.51,54 Unlike hybrid or antiparallel topologies, intramolecular 

parallel GQs can only form propeller loops leaving terminal tetrads available for  π-π 

stacking interactions. Therefore, NMM’s binding mode to TET GQs is consistent with 

CD studies demonstrating its preference for parallel topologies, which was also observed 

in earlier work.36 Excitingly, all structures show the formation of an NMM dimer which 

has not been observed before. The dimer is shifted which is more commonly observed for 

π-conjugated molecules as it minimizes the repulsion between the electrons of the two 

NMM molecules.66 This chemical relevance of the NMM dimer argues for its validity. 

Optimizing NMM-NMM-GQ stacking in solution can thus be investigated as a strategy 

to enhance NMM-GQ’s modest affinity as determined by our titration studies. Further 

refinement of TET-NMM solutions can yield validated structures which can then be used 

as MR models for future structures or in molecular docking studies for ligand design and 

development.  
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Chapter 6. Conclusion  
 

The work presented in this thesis sought to investigate the telomeric diversity of 

GQ-forming T. thermophila sequences. Biophysical and structural experiments 

demonstrated high structural heterogeneity of the four G-tetrad GQs. Minor alterations in 

overhang nucleotides afforded TET GQs high flexibility to fold into a variety of 

topologies, highlighting the diversity of GQ structures. Selected sequences were shown to 

bind NMM in differing ratios and with modest binding, emphasizing their potential to 

inform GQ-ligand design. Significantly, the first example of an NMM-NMM dimer 

stacking above a G-tetrad is observed in this work. Future work will focus on continuing 

to refine the TET-NMM structures in order to obtain final and validated solutions.  

Furthermore, the TET26-2 structure presented in this thesis contributes to the 

understanding of GQ topologies and their structural parameters. TET26-2 can thus be 

utilized as a starting point for solving other biologically relevant and unknown GQ 

structures. Additionally, TET26-2 could be used in molecular docking experiments that 

investigate promising GQ-targeting drugs.  

  Overall, our work contributes to the understanding of GQ structures which is 

necessary for the design of effective therapeutic ligands, a better understanding of GQ-

mediated biological processes such as replication69 or epigenetic regulation70, and even 

for the utilization of GQs in important industrial processes such as enantiomer 

separation71.   
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Supplemental Information  
 

Tables 
 
Table S1. !H Values of All TET Sequences Obtained from CD Melt Studies. Enthalpy for TET14-NMM and TET24 was not determined 
due to poorly defined melting curves. 

ΔH (KJ/mol) 

DNA DNA Alone DNA+NMM 

TET12 170 ± 17 246 ± 20 

TET14 147 ± 4 nd 

TET22 280 ± 21 431 ± 24 

TET22A 235 ± 3 224 ± 23 

TET24 nd 405 ± 28 

TET24A 234 ± 17 428 ± 47 

TET25 307 ± 10 393 ± 14 

TET26 248 ± 20 343 ± 32 

TET26A 290 ± 49 459 ± 31 
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Table S2. TET22-NMM(K+) Diffraction Datasets. The selected data parameters shown were obtained from data processed automatically 
post collection in RAPD. Datasets processed in P 31 1 2 (deemed more appropriate than P 62 2 2) are highlighted in green.  
Data Set  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Space Group P 62 2 

2 

P 62 

2 2 

P 62 

2 2 

P 62 2 

2 

P 62 

2 2 

P 31 

1 2 

P 62 2 

2 

P 31 1 

2 

P 62 2 

2 

P 31 1 

2 

P 62 2 

2 

P 31 1 

2 

P 62 2 

2 

P 62 2 

2 

Unit Cell (Å): 

A 35.28 35.22 35.21 35.20 35.19 35.10 35.17 35.09 35.02 35.04 35.2 34.86 35.07 35.00 

B 35.28 35.22 35.21 35.20 35.19 35.10 35.17 35.09 35.02 35.04 35.2 34.86 35.07 35.00 

C 103.47 103.2

2 

103.2

6 

103.31 103.2

1 

103.3

2 

103.51 103.49 102.93 103.11 103.22 102.81 103.15 103.11 

Resolution (Å) 2.15 2.14 2.16 2.00 2.01 2.44 2.39 2.27 2.18 2.14 1.97 1.81 2.21 2.36 

Overall 

Completeness  

98.6 99.8 99.8 99.9 99.6 98.9 99.5 99.6 99.6 98.7 99.9 99.3 99.8 99.8 

Overall I/σ  17.1 20.7 15.1 15.8 9.1 11.2 7.1 11.9 17.6 23.2 32.4 21.8 9.8 5.1 

Overall CC(½)  0.991 0.987 0.996 0.993 0.995 0.998 0.997 0.999 0.997 1 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 

Overall R-measure 0.101 0.065 0.109 0.115 0.229 0.204 0.234 0.073 0.123 0.057 0.048 0.050 0.150 0.455 

ISa 10.14 17.84 9.31 8.14 4.80 15.42 4.82 14.75 10.45 24.33 22.11 24.21 7.52 3.99 
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Table S3. XDS Processing of Selected TET22-NMM(K+) Diffraction Datasets. R-measure above 10% (high error) is highlighted in red.  

Dataset Space group Low Res High Res I/σ CC(½)  R-measure Completeness ISa 

8 149 6.80 2.27 10.43 0.999 0.054 99.5 19.41 

9 177 6.42 2.14 12.90 0.998 0.145 96.6 8.06 

10 149 6.35 2.13 20.63 1 0.057 97.5 21.67 

11 149 5.83 1.95 8.81 0.995 0.135 98.7 7.66 

12 5 5.42 1.81 10.56 1 0.035 96.0 20.41 

12-1 149 (fixed) 5.42 1.81 13.80 1 0.048 99.4 14.37 

12-2 177 (fixed) 5.42 1.81 7.36 0.999 0.119 99.6 5.01 

12-3 151 (fixed) 5.34 1.81 13.86 1 0.048 99.4 14.40 

12-4 153 (fixed) 5.34 1.81 13.86 0.999 0.048 99.4 14.40 

13 177 6.56 2.20 9.99 0.999 0.125 99.4 7.90 

14 177 6.99 2.35 5.10 0.999 0.433 98.5 3.72 
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Table S4. Xtriage Processing of Selected TET22-NMM(K+) Diffraction Datasets. 

Dataset 

(resolution) 

Spacegroup (inputted data 
based on RAPD 
processing) 

I/σ Completeness (inputted data 
based on RAPD processing) 

Solvent 

Content %  

Copies in the 

ASU 

8 (2.32) P 3 1 2 12.1 98.4 54.3 

8.6 

1 

9 (2.23) P 6 2 2  18.0 97.8 7.7 1 

10 (2.19) P 3 1 2 23.4 97.3 54.0 

8.0 

1 

11 (2.01) P 6 2 2  33.0 98.3 8.9 1 

12 (1.85) P 3 1 2  21.9 98.8 53.4 

6.7 

1 

13 (2.26) P 6 2 2  9.9 98.1 8.1 1 

14 (2.42) P 6 2 2  5.1 95.5 7.7 1 
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Table S5. TET22-NMM(K+) Structure Solving via Molecular Replacement using Dataset 12. First Refinements were considered 
successful if Rfree is below 0.5.  
Strateg

y # 

Model Description Modifications Top LLG Top TFZ First Refinement  

1 1KF1 Parallel, three-tetrads, 

human telomeres, 

[AGGGTT]2AGGG 

Removed loops 264.711 11.0 Rwork = 0.4772 -> 

0.3826 

Rfree = 0.5824 -> 

0.6103 

2 Removed dA from loops. Loops maintained 

only have two thymines. 

171.063 8.8 Rwork = 0.5032 -> 

0.3712 

Rfree = 0.5364 -> 

0.5124 

(Rfree above 0.5) 

3 1O0K Parallel, four-tetrads, 

Tetrahymena thermophila 
telomeres, TGGGGT 

Removed dT 1 and dT 24.  251.331 10.1 Rwork = 4510 -> 

0.3426 

Rfree = 0.5484 -> 

0.5610 

4 Removed all loops. 296.402 11.3 Rwork = 0.4611 -> 

0.3512 

Rfree = 0.6036 -> 

0.5727 

(Rfree above 0.5) 

5 Removed all loops. Model B-factors set to 25. 

Removed two core tetrads. 

# of copies to search for = 2 

263.103 11.6 Rwork = 0.4942 -> 

0.3586 

Rfree = 0.5433 -> 
0.5676 

6 Removed all loops. Model B-factors set to 25. 

Removed two core tetrads. 

# of copies to search for = 1 

131.796 8.3 Rwork = 0.5452 -> 

0.4678 

Rfree = 0.6187 -> 

0.4744 

  

7 Removed all loops. Model B-factors set to 25. 208.557 10.5 Rwork = 0.5037 -> 
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Removed one core tetrad. 

# of copies to search for = 1 

0.4071 

Rfree = 0.4761 -> 

0.5186 

8 6IP3 Parallel, three-tetrads, 

human telomeres, 

[AGGGTT]2AGGG  

Removed dA. Loops maintained only have 

two thymines. 

177.864 10.1 Rwork = 0.4700 -> 

0.3754 

Rfree = 0.5196 -> 

0.5358 

9 Removed all loops and overhangs. 264.359 10.1 Rwork = 0.4934 -> 

0.3905 

Rfree = 0.5378 -> 

0.5023 

(Rfree above 0.5) 

10 6W9P 
 

Parallel, four-tetrads, 

Tetrahymena thermophila 
telomeres, GT[TGGGGT]4 

Removed sodium ions and overhangs. 314.465 10.4 Rwork = 0.4487 -> 

0.3416 

Rfree = 0.4404 -> 

0.4755 

(Rfree below 0.5) 

11 Removed sodium ions, overhangs, and loops 412.210 13.4 Rwork = 0.4448 -> 

0.3370 

Rfree = 0.5568 -> 
0.5182 

(Rfree above 0.5) 

  

12 1S45 Parallel, four-tetrads, 

Tetrahymena thermophila 
telomeres, TGGGGT 

Ions changed to K, kept one GQ, 

loops/overhangs removed 

224.527 10.6 Rwork = 0.4804 -> 

0.3973 

Rfree = 0.5180 -> 

0.5302 

13 2O4F Parallel, four-tetrads, 
Tetrahymena thermophila 
telomeres, TGGGGT 

Ions changed to K, kept one GQ, 
loops/overhangs removed 

300.865 9.9 Rwork = 0.4874 -> 
0.3827 

Rfree = 0.5546 -> 

0.5354 
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Table S6. TET22-NMM(Ba2+) Diffraction Datasets. The selected data parameters shown were obtained from data processed 
automatically post collection in RAPD. Datasets processed by RAPD in P62 2 2 were reprocessed in P31 1 2 (indicated by R). Note that 
the table showing datasets 1-18 was split into two.  
Data Set  1 (R) 2 (R) 3 (R) 4 (R) 5 (R) 6 (R) 7 8 (R) 9 10 

Space Group P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 

A 35.02 35.01 34.99 35 35.01 35.03 35.14 34.74 34.65 34.92 

B 35.02 35.01 34.99 35 35.01 35.03 35.14 34.74 34.65 34.92 

C 102.8 102.80  102.82 102.89 102.94 103.04 102.95 103.74 103.21 103.05 

Collection wavelength (Å) 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 

Resolution (Å) 2 2 1.99 1.99 1.99 2.08 2.29 2.35 2.44 2.04 

Overall anom Completeness  93.3 93.7 93.6 93.5 93.5 98.4 99 99.6 99.1 98 

Outer shell anom Completeness  51.3 55.3 50.1 51.2 50.5 88 93.9 100 95.9 79.7 

Overall I/σ  13.7 12.7 10.9 10.4 9.8 10.3 15.1 15.4 17.2 17.5 

Outer shell I/σ  0.6 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.8 0.3 

CC(½) (overall) 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.998 

Overall anom R-measure 0.057 0.057 0.068 0.070 0.078 0.081 0.117 0.117 0.095 0.096 

ISa 16.63 18.32 15.77 15.97 15.77 16.14 10.66 11.35 11.92 11.56 

Anomalous slope 1.053 1.046 1.025 1.005 0.983 1.003 1.059 1.071 1.012 1.113 
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Table S7. 
Data Set  11 12 (R) 13 (R) 14 (R) 15 (R) 16 (R) 17 18 

Space Group P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 P 31 1 2 

A 34.92 34.84 34.9 34.83 34.84 35.03 34.92 35.08 

B 34.92 34.84 34.9 34.83 34.84 35.03 34.92 35.08 

C 102.96 102.92 102.82 102.92 102.92 103 103.08 103.19 

Collection wavelength (Å) 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 1.77120 0.97918 0.97918 0.97918 

Resolution (Å) 2 1.99 2 2.79 2.14 1.78 1.91 2.12 

Overall Anom/Native 
Completeness  96.4 94.6 93.9 97.8 99.2 99.4 99.6 98.9 

Outershell anom/Native 
Completeness  65.1 50.4 54.6 95.7 97.3 99.3 99.2 100 

Overall I/σ  21.8 12.8 16.8 10.8 15.8 9.4 8.1 6.9 

Outer Shell I/σ  1.8 0.2 0.4 1 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.3 

 Overall CC(½)  0.999 0.985 0.999 0.998 0.994 0.999 0.998 0.997 

Overall anom/native R-measure 0.069 0.097 0.048 0.188 0.088 0.067 0.076 0.127 

ISa 13 9.83 19.82 15.51 13.3 29.31 21.58 13.77 

Anomalous slope 1.206 0.779 1.286 1.27 1.081 N/A N/A N/A 
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Table S8. TET24A-NMM Diffraction Datasets. The selected data parameters shown were obtained from data processed automatically post 
collection in RAPD.  

Data Set  3_15_1 

 

3_16_1 

 

3_16_run2_1 

 

3_16_run3_1 

 

Space Group C 1 2 1 C 1 2 1 C 1 2 1 C 1 2 1 

A 53.58  50.36  50.49  50.28  

B 35.43  34.78  34.79  34.72  

C 34.84  34.43 34.4 34.40  

Resolution (Å) 2.46 2.11 1.94 1.98 

Overall 

completeness  

94.2 97.8 97.3 96.2 

Outer shell 

completeness  

92.6 

 

90.7 

 

84.1 

 

73.1 

 

Overall I/σ  3.9 8.4 5.1 9.5 

Overall CC(½) 0.985 

 

0.990 

 

0.948 

 

0.987 

Overall R-

measure 

0.178 0.161 0.370 0.140 

 

ISa 6.15 

 

16.32 

 

6.21 

 

17.83 
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Table S9. TET25-NMM Diffraction Datasets. The selected data parameters shown were obtained from data processed automatically post 
collection in RAPD.  

Data Set  1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

Space Group C 2 2 2 

 

C 1 2 1 

 

I 2 2 2 

 

I 2 2 2 

 

I 4 2 2 I 2 2 2 

A 68.94 

 

102.35 

 

68.94 69.06 

 

69.08 69.08 

B 75.57 

 

69.24 

 

69.38 

 

69.54 

 

69.08 69.43 

C 34.72 69.35 

 

75.70 

 

75.79 

 

75.71 75.91 

Resolution (Å) 2.13 

 

2.74 

 

2.15 

 

2.11 

 

2.49 

 

2.21 

 

Completeness 

(outer shell) 

96.7 (85.4) 

 

94.8 (94.4) 

 

98.8 (98.6) 

 

98.4 (96.7) 

 

99.2 (95.1) 

 

98.8 (98.8) 

 

I/σ  15.3 (1.7) 4.1 (0.8) 10.6 (1.3) 11.3 (1.4) 7.4 (1.8) 9.4 (1.5) 

CC(½) (outer 

shell) 

0.999 (0.903) 

 

0.990 (0.731) 

 

0.999 (0.909) 0.999 (0.875) 0.998 (0.969) 0.997 (0.877) 

R-measure 

(outer shell) 

0.039 (0.617) 

 

0.176 (1.755) 

 

0.059 (1.885) 0.060 (2.128) 

 

0.176 (0.968) 

 

0.096 (1.978) 

ISa 29.03 9.98 23.46 22.95 5.48 15.12 
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Table S10. XDS Processing of TET25-NMM Diffraction Datasets. R-measure above 10% (high error) is highlighted in red.  

Dataset Space group Low Res High Res I/σ CC(½)  R-measure Completeness ISa 

1 C 2 2 2  6.33 2.13 9.35 0.999 0.041 92.6 24.07 

2 C 2 8.15 2.75 2.48 0.991 0.172 89.4 7.95 

3 I 2 2 2 6.40 2.15 5.93 0.999 0.061 97.4 17.88 

4 C 2  6.29 2.11 5.28 0.998 0.053 95.0 20.98 

5 I 2 2 2  7.43 2.50 3.90 0.998 0.134 98.3 5.71 

6 C 2 6.57 2.21 4.38 0.998 0.074 95.7 13.42 
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Figures 
 

 
Figure S1. Determining the Most Appropriate DNA Preparation Method. A 15% native PAGE of 
TET25 DNA prepared in one of three methods: normal annealing (TET25-Normal), LiOH 
treatment (TET25-LiOH), or the addition of KCl after 1-2 minutes of annealing (TET25-KCl).   
 
  

 
 
Figure S2. Groove Widths of (A) TET26-2, and the current final solutions for (B) TET22-NMM 
and (C) TET24A-NMM.  
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Figure S3. Average B-factor Values for All Reported Structures. The average B-factors of 
TET26-2 and the final solutions of TET22-NMM and TET24A-NMM calculated in CCP4 
Baverage program. The 23rd nucleotide for TET22 and 25th for TET24A represent NMM.  
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Figure S4. TET22-NMM(K+) MR Output. TET22-NMM(K+) MR solution (top) vs. first 
refinement (bottom) of strategy 10 shown in Table S4. Density shown at I/σ = 1. 
 
 
 

 
Figure S5. The NMM Dimer at the 3’-end of TET22. Notice that the symmetry-generated ligand 
(in pink) is shifted relative to NMM in the ASU (green). Distances shown in A were calculated 
using PyMOL. 
 
 
 
 

A B 
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Figure S6. The 2Fo-Fc electron density of the first loop in TET22-NMM. Density is shown at I/σ 
= 1. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure S7. The Water Network in TET24A-NMM. Two water molecules are built in the ASU 
(pink spheres) and four are symmetry-generated (purple stars). An additional symmetry-generated 
water molecule is shown above each T1’. One of three Na+1 ions in the structure is shown below 
each T1’. All distances were measured in PyMOL.  
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Figure S8. The π-π stacking between T24 and a symmetrical T24 in the final solution of TET24A-
NMM. Density shown at I/σ = 1. 

 
 

 
Figure S9. The NMM dimer at the 3’-end of TET24A-NMM. Notice that the symmetry-generated 
ligand (in pink) is shifted relative to NMM in the ASU (green). Distances shown in A were 
calculated using PyMOL. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A 
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Appendixes 
 
Appendix 1: Two State Model Equation for ΔH and T1/2 Obtained from Lab 
Manuals 
 
y=(P3+P4*x)*(1/(1+exp((-P1*(1-x/P2))/(8.31451*x))))+(P5+P6*x)*(exp((-P1*(1-
x/P2))/(8.31451*x))/(1+exp((-P1*(1-x/P2))/(8.31451*x)))) 
 
where: 
P1 = ΔH - J/mol 
P2 = T1/2 -Kelvin 
P3 = Y-intercept of the folded GQ (at 20 C) 
P4 = Slope of the folded GQ absorbance 
P5 = Y-intercept of the unfolded GQ (at 95 C)  
P6 = Slope of the unfolded GQ absorbance 
 
 
Appendix 2: Out of plane deviations and G-tetrad distances (Matlab Script), 
written by Barrett Powell 18’ and Linda Lin 20’  
 
%%This script calculates the out-of-plane variation (D_oop, Å) of G-tetrads in 
%%a GQ. It requires input of the pdb file for the GQ in question, as well 
%%as knowledge of which guanines are involved in which tetrads. The script 
%%produces the D_oop in Å, the directionality of the variance, and a 3-D 
%%plot of the tetrads. It is designed to handle 4-tetrad GQs but can easily 
%%be modified to fit 1-, 2-, or 3- tetrad GQs. 
 
%Distances are calculated by calculating the centroid of each tetrad/NMM then measuring the distance between the centroids.  
  
filename = input('What is the filename, including .pdb? ','s'); 
PDB = importdata(filename,' '); 
Data = table2cell(struct2table(PDB.Model.Atom)); 
atom_names = {'N9','C8','N7','C5','C6','O6','N1','C2','N2','N3','C4'}; 
GQ1=[1,10,15,26];  %sequential number of the guanine bases in each of the G-tetrads 
GQ2=[2,9,16,25]; 
GQ3=[3,8,17,24]; 
GQ4=[4,7,18,23]; %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
GQ1_coord = zeros(0,3); 
GQ2_coord = zeros(0,3); 
GQ3_coord = zeros(0,3); 
GQ4_coord = zeros(0,3); %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
  
for i = 1:size(Data,1) 
   if any(~cellfun('isempty',strfind(Data(i,4),'DG'))) == 1 
       for j = 1:size(atom_names,2) 
        if (any(~cellfun('isempty',strfind(Data(i,2),atom_names(1,j)))) == 1) && (any(~cellfun('isempty',strfind(Data(i,2),''''))) == 0) 
            for k = 1:4 
                if isequal(cell2mat((Data(i,6))),GQ1(1,k)) == 1 
                    GQ1_coord = [GQ1_coord; cell2mat(Data(i,8:10))]; 
                elseif isequal(cell2mat(Data(i,6)),GQ2(1,k)) == 1 
                    GQ2_coord = [GQ2_coord; cell2mat(Data(i,8:10))]; 
                elseif isequal(cell2mat(Data(i,6)),GQ3(1,k)) == 1 
                    GQ3_coord = [GQ3_coord; cell2mat(Data(i,8:10))]; 
                elseif isequal(cell2mat(Data(i,6)),GQ4(1,k)) == 1 %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
                    GQ4_coord = [GQ4_coord; cell2mat(Data(i,8:10))]; %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
                end 
            end 
        end 
       end     
   end 
end 
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clear ('i','j','k','PDB','atom_names') 
  
% hold on 
% scatter3(GQ1_coord(:,1),GQ1_coord(:,2),GQ1_coord(:,3),'o','MarkerFaceColor','b') 
% scatter3(GQ2_coord(:,1),GQ2_coord(:,2),GQ2_coord(:,3),'o','MarkerFaceColor','g') 
% scatter3(GQ3_coord(:,1),GQ3_coord(:,2),GQ3_coord(:,3),'o','MarkerFaceColor','r') 
% scatter3(GQ4_coord(:,1),GQ4_coord(:,2),GQ4_coord(:,3),'o','MarkerFaceColor','c') %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 
tetrads present 
% hold off 
  
centroid = @(data) sum(data)/length(data); 
  
for i = 1:length(GQ1_coord) 
    GQ1_coord_center(i,:) = GQ1_coord(i,:) - centroid(GQ1_coord); 
    GQ2_coord_center(i,:) = GQ2_coord(i,:) - centroid(GQ2_coord); 
    GQ3_coord_center(i,:) = GQ3_coord(i,:) - centroid(GQ3_coord); 
    GQ4_coord_center(i,:) = GQ4_coord(i,:) - centroid(GQ4_coord); %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
end 
  
[u1, s1, v1] = svd(GQ1_coord_center); 
[u2, s2, v2] = svd(GQ2_coord_center); 
[u3, s3, v3] = svd(GQ3_coord_center); 
[u4, s4, v4] = svd(GQ4_coord_center); %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
  
disp(['The D_oop of GQ1 is: ',num2str(s1(3,3)), 'Å.']) 
disp(['The D_oop of GQ2 is: ',num2str(s2(3,3)), 'Å.']) 
disp(['The D_oop of GQ3 is: ',num2str(s3(3,3)), 'Å.']) 
disp(['The D_oop of GQ4 is: ',num2str(s4(3,3)), 'Å.']) %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
  
Output = zeros(4,2); 
Output(1,1) = s1(3,3); 
Output(2,1) = s2(3,3); 
Output(3,1) = s3(3,3); 
Output(4,1) = s4(3,3); %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
Output(1,2) = s1(3,3)*v1(3,3); 
Output(2,2) = s2(3,3)*v2(3,3); 
Output(3,2) = s3(3,3)*v3(3,3); 
Output(4,2) = s4(3,3)*v4(3,3); %put a '%' at the start of this line if only 3 tetrads present 
openvar('Output'); 
  
GQ1_2_dist = centroid(GQ1_coord) - centroid(GQ2_coord); 
GQ2_3_dist = centroid(GQ2_coord) - centroid(GQ3_coord); 
GQ3_4_dist = centroid(GQ3_coord) - centroid(GQ4_coord); 
  
disp(['The distance from GQ1 to GQ2 is ',num2str(sqrt(sum(GQ1_2_dist.^2))),' Å.']) 
disp(['The distance from GQ2 to GQ3 is ',num2str(sqrt(sum(GQ2_3_dist.^2))),' Å.']) 
disp(['The distance from GQ3 to GQ4 is ',num2str(sqrt(sum(GQ3_4_dist.^2))),' Å.']) 

 
Appendix 3: Helical Twists (Python Script) written by Linda Lin 20’  

""" 
Calculates the helical twist. 
Linda Lin 
5/19/20 
""" 
 
import numpy as np 
import math 
import statistics 
 
def main(): 
    #dictionary of nucleotide coordinates in GQ chain 
    #key = atom # 
    #value = [C8, C2, N1] where each atom is a list: [name, x, y, z] 
    nucleotide_coordinates = {} 
    for i in range(1,19):                           #TODO change 19 to number of nucleotides in your structure + 1 
        nucleotide_coordinates[i] = [] 
 
    #parse pdb file 
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    filename = "T1_A.pdb"                           #TODO change T1_A.pdb to your file name + .pdb 
    print() 
    pdb = open(filename, "r") 
    for line in pdb: 
        info = line.split() 
        atom = info[2] 
        nucleotide_number = int(info[5]) 
        x = float(info[6]) 
        y = float(info[7]) 
        z = float(info[8]) 
        if (atom == "C8") or (atom == "C2") or (atom == "N1"): 
            coordinates = [atom, x, y, z] 
            nucleotide_coordinates[nucleotide_number].append(coordinates) 
        pdb.readline()                              #TODO remove if no ANISOU lines in pdb file 
    pdb.close() 
 
                                                    #TODO quartet Gs in order (G1 stacks on G2 stacks on G3 in this example); num 
quartets 
    quartet1 = [1,6,11,16] 
    quartet2 = [2,7,12,17] 
    quartet3 = [3,8,13,18] 
    quartets = [quartet1, quartet2, quartet3] 
    Gs = quartet1 + quartet2 + quartet3 
 
    #Make vector for each nucleotide 
    nucleotide_vectors = {} 
    for G in Gs: 
        C8 = nucleotide_coordinates[G][0][1:4] 
        N1 = nucleotide_coordinates[G][2] 
        C2 = nucleotide_coordinates[G][1] 
        midpt = [(N1[1]+C2[1])/2, (N1[2]+C2[2])/2, (N1[3]+C2[3])/2] 
        vector = [midpt[0]-C8[0], midpt[1]-C8[1], midpt[2]-C8[2]] 
        nucleotide_vectors[G] = vector 
 
    for i in range(0,2): #access pairs of stacked quartets  #TODO change 2 to number of quartets in your structure 
        print("Quartets " + str(i+1) + "+" + str(i+2)) 
        topQuartet = quartets[i] #top quartet 
        bottomQuartet = quartets[i+1] #bottom quartet 
        angles = [] 
        for j in range(0,4): #access each guanine pair 
            topG = nucleotide_vectors[topQuartet[j]] 
            bottomG = nucleotide_vectors[bottomQuartet[j]] 
            twist = angle(topG, bottomG) 
            angles.append(twist) 
            print(twist) 
        print("Mean: " + str(statistics.mean(angles))) 
        print("SD: " + str(statistics.stdev(angles))) 
        print() 
 
 
def angle(v1, v2): 
    """Calculates angle between 2 vectors in degrees 
    """ 
    mag1 = np.linalg.norm(v1) 
    mag2 = np.linalg.norm(v2) 
    angle = np.arccos(np.dot(v1, v2) / (mag1 * mag2)) 
    angle = math.degrees(angle) 
    return angle 
 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
    main() 
 




